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programs restructured

a new ups academia?
by mike reed
A report proposing complete revision of the

the report, may be "satisfied through completion of

university's academic structure was formally aired at the

appropriate VVinterim courses. No student, however, shall

Faculty Senate meeting last Monday.
The report, drawn up by the Ad-Hoc Curriculum

be required to take such winterim courses."

Committee which has been meeting bi-monthly since

History Department, head of the group; Robert

September of '73, is aimed at providing a 'core

Albertson, Religion; Dean Thomas A. Davis; Professor

experience', committee member Robert Garratt said in an

Garratt, English; Tim Hansen, English and Urban Studies;

Committee members include VVolfred Bauer of the

Martin E. Nelson, Physics, Robert D. Waldo, B&PA.

interview Monday.
The main trouble with the system now is that it

Student input was originally planned for, but both

departmentalizes knowledge, rather than providing a

student members left the university at the end of last

unified, integrated body of knowledge, where each course

year. Input was received, however, from the Student

—

is relative to others," said Dr. Garratt, of the English

Educational Advisory Forum, according to a committee

department.

spokesman, and significant changes were made at their

"We've had students go through four years of school,

behest.

and ask, 'so what do I know now that I didn't know

The report itself is divided into eight parts, including a

before?' They were getting a little information from each

list of educational goals for the University, core

of the major departments, but the requirements were so

requirements, transfer student requirements, and an

random that there was seldom any connection between

implementation date of Fall, '77. In addition, a section
headed 'Curriculum Review' provides for a review of the

them."
The main effect of the revision, if it is approved by the

academic program by each department "to insure that the

general faculty, will be a more specific, pre-determined

basic educational objectives of the University are

pattern of university requirements, instead of the 'one

addressed." Thus, while major department courses will

from column A, one from column B' format that has been

undergo a reexamination, the main thrust will be aimed at

used in the past. The courses will fall under general

general university requirements.

headings such as 'Uses of the Past', 'The Natural World',

"A general feeling by the University that it was not
doing its job" was the main reason for the effort,

'Society' and 'The Individual'.
The concept of Variable Credit will also be employed

according to Dr. Garratt.

in the revised program, with more credit awarded for

"We received a Danforth Grant, which was designed

classes that demand more time and effort, both in and out

for this type of project, and set out to define exactly

of class. Classes would meet in one of three weekly

what the problem was. We didn't necessarily intend to

patterns; Monday, Wednesday and Friday; Tuesday and

re-structure the university requirements, but just to take a

Thursday; or daily. "How often do students come to

close look at where we were going as a university.

class without a required assignment completed?" said Dr.

"Currently, we tell students to pick a number of
courses from the humanities, a number from the sciences,

Garratt.
"The Monday-Wednesday-Friday and

etc. No relationship whatsoever is drawn between them.

Tuesday-Thursday formats would allow students to

The result is, in many cases, that the student is confused

always have at least one day between classes to do the

as to the exact value of an expensive university education,

work."

beyond that of just obtaining the sheepskin. We hope that

"Winterim, which is fast becoming a UPS tradition,

the new program will help the student to see his

survived the reevaluation. It will, however, no longer be

education, and in a larger sense, the world, as a unified

reserved exclusively for electives, as has been the case in

whole, with each of its parts relating to the others, instead

the past.
" ... general university requirements," in the words of

of being departmentalized, sectioned off and
discontinuous."

photos by karl ohls - trail staff
The many faces of President Philip Phibbs during the question and answer session last Monday.

phibbs fields student questions ; `arnason not out'
by karl ohls
President Philip Phibbs reassured the audience that he

Financial Vice-President Lloyd Stuckey. They quietly sat

know they could only have ii for the first term. Weren't

had not fired Registrar Olivia Arnason the morning after

at a table behind him. This was part of Phibb's ongoing

you told?'

she threw a pie in his face at the First Annual UPSpirit

program to communicate directly with the students.
The person who asked about Arnason also asked

and Hot Air Fair, September 12.
Arnason had paid

$53, which

'No,' insisted the student.
'Let me check on it,' said Phibbs.

went to the band and

Phibbs about his position on fraternities. He said he had a

Another student complained that she had to 'go

cheerleaders, for the chance to do it. Afterwards she

friend who claimed Phibbs had told him that fraternities

through hell' to get her Alaska student benefit check from

wrote a humorous put-on, in letter form, about the

were a 'crutch' for people who were 'inept' and 'not

the university.

experience. It was published in the September 26 issue of

dynamic' enough to make friends on their own.

the TRAIL.

' I did not say that,' bristled Phibbs. 'The strength of a

The person who brought up the matter said he 'he

school is in the diversity of living arrangements it offers...

questioned the discretion of the TRAIL editor in running

we offer all opportunities. I stress that it is the students

the letter.', since about 25 'bitch tickets' had been filled

who pick the style they want.'

out asking why she had been fired.

A student said he lived in Niwa Annex house and had

Phibbs replied that was Assistant Financial Aids
Director, Mrs. Clara Dibble's department, but to give the
information to Patton.
Phibbs was asked what the administration's attitude
toward KUPS was. Supportive, he answered, though not
financially.

This was a humorous moment in a 45 minute question

recently discovered that he and the other residents would

Answering another question Phibbs said the vacant

and answer session that fluctuated between the serious

be 'kicked out' in January to make room for a faculty

area off Lawrence street, adjacent to the sculpture

and the absurd. It was held in the snack bar eating area at

lounge.

4 pm , Monday. About 30 students attended.

Phibbs said the original plan had been to turn Niwa

building, was being made into a parking lot, with
volleyball and tennis court areas on it.

Phibbs stood amidst the tables fielding questions from

into a faculty lounge this fall. However the plan was not

One athletically inclined individual asked why the

the listeners. For reference he was backed up ay Assistant

organized and therefore postponed until January. 'If the

gates to the football field were locked as this kept him

Dean Bruce Murray, Assistant to the President Carolyn

faculty still isn't ready,' said Phibbs, then it's possible the

from running track.

Patton, Vice-President of University Relations Dale

students could keep it through the school year.

Baily,Executive Vice-President Richard Dale Smith and

'Supposedly the arrangement was that the students would

'You have to talk to Doug McArthur, (Athletic

continued on page 4
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inmate/community dialouge

womens caucus
held forum
On September 25, the UPS

by path plamondon
A series of four forums entitled "Dialogue Between Steilacoom/McNeil

Forum. The legislators who attended

community at large. The forums, funded in part by a grant from

were: Sue Gould (Dist. 21), Nancy

Washington Commission for the Humanities, were originally sponsored to put

Buffington (Dist. 34), Lorraine

the Steilacoom Prisoners Support House in a better perspective with the town

Wojahn (Dist. 27), Phyllis Erickson

of Steilacoom. According to Barbara Fisher, Director of the Support House,

(Dist. 2), and Marion Shermon (Dist.

the idea has since grown to encompass more than just the Support House.

47).

Inmates, prison officials and academic humanists have been brought together

These legislators joined 45 law

to provide the public with a better perception of the workings of the prison

students in a potluck luncheon and
discussion of issues concerning

The first forum was held October 4 with local historian Murray Morgan as

in the SUB during the KUPS-

sponsored Record Giveaway.

women in this state. Topics ranged

keynote speaker and a panel including David Brubaker, professor of history

from proposed legislation to bills that

and urban studies at UPS, Richard Lindsey, executive assistant to the Warden

passed and have become law: The

at McNeil, Hugh Hubert, McNeil inmate, and Jerry Kuntz, former professor of

Washington Women'sCouncil,theRve

sociology at UPS. Morgan spoke on the history of the area and the founding of

Revision bill, the Sex Discrimination

the town of Steilacoom. Brubaker's topic was the origin of the idea of

Act, implemented in education, the

American prisons. Lindsey spoke on the changes in prison philosophy and

implementation of the ERA, and

policy and the move to provide rehabilitation programs for prison residents.

general discrimination in the
Legislature.

Hubert spoke about his own experiences as an inmate and as secretary of the

Students dig through piles of records

Washington State Women's Legislator

Island"focuseson the relationship between federal penitentiary inmates and the

system and through this, a better understanding.

photo by ad obis - trail staff

Women's Law Caucus sponsored a

Self Improvement Group. He encouraged citizens to become involved with

Also discussed were the

prison programs, stressing that interaction with the community will help

difficulties and possibilities facing

former offenders return successfully to society. Kuntz's topic was the

women who are interested in entering

purposes of prisons in American society. The open discussion sections after

the political world. The upcoming

Session One provided, according to Brubaker, a public outlet. "People got a

election of Phyllis Otto to a position

chance to talk about how they felt about a penitentiary in their community."

as a Superior Court Judge, the

Crime, prisoner recedivism and rehabilitation were among the topics discussed.

financial problems facing women

Brubaker stated that he felt the discussions were successful in achieving their

who do run for office, and the

purpose.

establishment of credibility among

The final two forums will be presented Friday, October 17 at 7:30-10:30

their peers once they are in office,

pm and Saturday, October 25 from 2-5:00 pm. The scheduled topic for

were a few of the areas covered in the

Session Three is Citizen Protection and Criminal Rehabilitation: Myths and

question-and-answer session.

Realities. Speakers include McNeil Warden H.H. Rauch, King County Superior

Editors note—Mail letters to
Representative Reform Council,
Box 777, Monroe, WA 98272.

Court Judge Donald Horowitz, Tim Hansen, professor of English and Urban
studies at UPS, Leo Strown, executive Director of the Progress House of
Tacoma, John Straight, law professor at UPS, and Ted Wiseman, district

fm hoped for

supervisor of the State Department of Probation and Parole.
Session Four is entitled "Direction and Alternatives" for the Future. The

kups future
looks bright

speaker will be Edna Goodrich, member of the advisory committee of the
National Institute on Corrections, with King County Superior Court Judge
Jancie Niemi, LeRoy Annis, professor of English at UPS, Tim Bruce, director
of the Puget Sound Legal Assistance Foundation and Fern Hanson, professor

by mike reed

While it's not true that KUPS runneth over with operating funds, the
station's future looks much brighter now than it has for some time.
Technical difficulties with the broadcast facilities, a chronic headache for

of social welfare at PLU. Closing remarks are to be made by Lyle Dunkin,
mayor of Steilacoom.
The public is invited to participate in the dialogues which will be in the
Oberlin Congregational Church at 1603 Rainier Street.

the eight-year-old enterprise, are rapidly being overcome, and a target date of
February '76 has been set for a switchover to FM broadcasting, according to
station General Manager Robert Reppas. "K UPS works on a 'carrier

JOHN MANSFIELD,JR

current' system," explained Reppas in an interview Saturday. "Our signal goes

SALES ASIOCIATR

through the telephone wires to the dorms, where it is amplified and fed into

OFF: 752-7777
RES. 752-5117

the electric lines. Any radio plugged into a wall socket should pick us up," he
said.
If all goes well, however, KUPS will discard the carrier current system this

TACOMA BOARD OF REALTORS • MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

February in favor of FM broadcasting utilizing the airways.

T.A.CODILA. RpTak.1.21=

"We'll have an antenna on top of the Field house," said Reppas, "and we
should have a broadcasting radius of about ten miles. That means we'll be

NORTH END •RANCH

reaching out to Lakewood and parts of Puyallup. And I was recently told that
KTAC FM is going to a 'beautiful music' format. That means that ourselves

PhOtO

1807 NORTH STEVENS
TACOMA, WASHINGTON

and K LAY will be the only two stereo rock stations in Tacoma."
Before the changeover to FM can take place, however, the station

Finishing

management must have their license granted by the FCC, and must raise

$30,000 in cash and equipment in order to begin service.
"We already have our license application in," said Reppas, "and we should
be getting a reply by December. We don't anticipate any problems in that
area."
"Our fund-raising effort is being coordinated through the UPS Grant
Development Office," he continued. "We have made many contacts in the
community, and some local stations--KING, KIRO, and KTAC—have offered
equipment donations, and that will count towards the $30,000. But at least
$10,000 must be in cash."
The $30,000 is only for getting the studio (to be located in the SUB
Annex, Room 1) set up and ready for broadcasting. Operating expenses should
have been allocated by the ASB, according to Reppas.
"We asked for $3,000 operating expenses from the ASB Finance
Committee. They didn't even include KUPS FM among the programs to be
funded for the second semester."
Reppas conceded that technical problems with the station's facilities made
it questionable whether there would even be a KUPS in the second semester.

8

the PhotoWay

33,500.000

Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
El I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

"But now we are a valuable student service. By the time of publication of

we provide the student staff with valuable experience. From the feedback
we're getting, we know we have student support, and we hope those students

11111

I
'Luxury Color II
Develop and Print

•39
$
tgrntr
dS Iie2ssexp.i I lt

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

this article we should be reaching all on-campus dorms with a program of
music designed to fit their desires. We also do editorials, record giveaways, and

Savings on
Guaranteed
Quality

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Limit one.

roll.

10/31/75
111 SAVE THE 11111PhdiCh4aU rOomq 1111
G°ed Thru

Do it the PhotoWay at

will make themselves heard--talk to a senator, write a letter--and force the ASB
to fund us for the second semester."
K UPS FM will be classed as an educational rather than commercial station,
which means that it will not be allowed to operate at a profit, and that

UPS

Name
Address
State

whatever commercials are aired can only go towards breaking even. Reppas

City

said that among the services that they hope to offer when the station goes FM

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

is a record co-op, where students will be able to get albums at 50% of regular
price--major artists' newest releases for $3.

Zip

L_

BOOKSTORE
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hjr 19, lectures, luau
covered at senate

by liz code

Last Tuesday's Senate meeting opened with the recognition of new
senators Bobbi Wyckoff, Paula Plamondon,Dave Cardeiro, Jeff Smith, Bruce
Reid, Bob Homchick and John Campbell. The old senators: Jim Cook, John
Campbell, Frank Washburn, Marti Wilbert, Chris Carletti, and Scott Nelson.
The old senators were given Cross pens and Lyle Gelbach, ASUPS President
gave a plaque to last year's faculty representative CarICIavadetscher. The senate
also appointed John Campbell as chairman pro-tem.
It was announced that Wednesday would be HJR 19 Day. Michael
Wiesmann, Senate Chairman of the Senate, emphasized HJR 19 as the most
important business. He asked every senator to get out and campaign especially
for the rally. Wiesmann explained that the pre-election survey indicated that
Pierce County is the only district in the state that is not doing well. He also
felt that he has had little or no help from the senators on pushing the
proposition, the only other person that has put as much into it has been
Gelbach.
As far as new business, Scott Nelson Chairman of the Lectures series
asked for approval from the Senate to call for contracts on Masters and
Johnson, the team who has been so prominent in the study of sexual behavior.
He allowed that if passed he would follow through on the offer by Tacoma
Community College to pay 50% of all expenses for the program. If all went as
planned they would make a classroom appearance at TCC and the main lecture
would be held in the evening at UPS' The entire program would be scheduled
to be held in March.
Barry Anton, this year's Faculty Representative to the Senate, questioned

Frank Herbert, author of Dune, will be speaking here Tuesday, October 21st.

the proposal as he felt that Dr. Richard Hartley, professor of Psychology, was
as qualified and had as much expertise as Masters and Johnson. Nelson
answered that the team was nationally renowned and that in his personal

educational entertaining lectures

cashprizes

visionary writer to speak

for debate

opinion, they were more knowledgable than Hartley. He pointed out that
Hartley attended their seminar at Moses Lake a while ago and was excited
about it.
Gelbach interjected that the lectures serie's Purpose was to bring outside

UPS students will get their first

expertise to campus. He also said that if there was no return on this lecture
that Nelson would have spent

by liz code

$4800 out of his budget leaving a remaining

$1300 for another lecture. He concluded saying that no lecture has ever
returned 100% of it's expenses or ever made money. He said that it wasn't the
function of the series to do that as it was a non-profit organization.
The motion to allow Nelson to call for the contract was proposed andfailed
at the first vote and when a re-vote was taken, there was a tie. Therefore,
lectures will not be able to contract Masters and Johnson for the spring or at
any time this year.
The subject of the Hui-O-Hawaii Luau and show was brought up and
discussed. It was shown that with the all totalled expenses of tickets, the
pig-pit, decorations, communication, programs, publicity and miscellaneous
would come to around $570. Questions were raised about the program itself,
about the various charity programs the group does in the area, and the way in

opportunity to participate in the

"I feel that the Lectures Committee is one of the most important things

Bicentennial Youth Debate on

that the ASB does," explained Scott Nelson, the chairman of the Committee.

Wednesday, October 22, at 7 pm,

Three different kinds of lectures are being considered this year. The
foremost kind is that which educates and entertains the audience it reaches.

according to event coordinator Dr.

Along that line, Nelson states that there is a tentative booking on Masters and

of Communication and Theatre Arts.

Johnson, the team that pioneered research into sexuality.

Carl Clavadetscher of the Department
The event gives students a chance

The Committee also hopes to provide basically entertaining lectures as well

to "celebrate the bicentennial,

and is looking forward to Leonard Nimoy, Mr. Spock of Star Trek, coming to

possibly advance in competition

UPS on February 10th. Relevant topical speakers will also be scheduled to add

which will result in major scholarship

a current aspect to the program. A debate centering on the Equal Rights

awards at higher levels, and just have

Amendment is in the planning stages for November. Speakers will be Margaret

a valuable learning experience,"

Wright Griffiths and Phillis Schafly, leaders in the controversy.

according to Clavadetscher. There are

There will be a few changes as far as the funding of the various lectures

three events in the competition, with

this year. As were so many organizations, the Lectures Committee received a

which the profits were handled towards scholarships. The intent was clarified

the top two student winners in each

cut in their expenditures and though they feel that the cut was mandatory, it

event advancing to the next level.
While cash prizes are not available at

as generating revenue to create interest in UPS and giving the Tacoma

will be necessary to charge for the largest lectures being held. There are a

community an opportunity to participate in the university. The motion to

number of co-sponsors being found to help with expenses, and, of course,

the local level, students who advance

support the show was passed and consequently UPS will have it's 'traditional'

there will be other ways to try to stretch the budget.

can win as much as $100 at the next

Hawaiian program.
A motion for adjournment failed and the idea of a lack of communication

The next speaker will be coming here Tuesday, October 21. Frank Herbert,

level--the district—and could win as

one of the most celebrated science fiction writers of the 20th century, will

much as $6,000 for first place at the
regional competition.

between the senate and it's members was brought up. There were complaints

speak on "New Developments in Science Fiction." His 20 books, including the

of lack of notification and of commitments to projects other than senate. Also

very popular Dune (now an environmental handbook), have won international

a request for prior notice of the Senate meetings was made. After the

writer's prizes . A frequent and popular guest lecturer on science fiction,

remaining few comments and ideas were discussed the motion for

ecology and other writing, Herbert is a northwest native born in Tacoma. He

adjournment finally passed.

has worked as a newspaperman in Tacoma, Seattle and San Fransisco, where

Students can participate in the
Lincoln Douglas debate lone man
team) on the topic of "Resolved:
That urbanization has lowered the
quality of American Life." They will

he was on the feature staff of the San Fransisco Examiner for ten years.

be expected to be able to defend

Dune, soon to be filmed, was heralded as "visionary" by the book industry

either side of the proposition--one

and the reading public, being the first science fiction novel with an ecology

side in any round. The format

theme and well ahead of the current national interest in preserving the

"requires the participants to engage

environment. It was promptly a best-seller and captured both the "Hugo" and

in the crossexamina on of each

"Nebula" awards as the best science fiction novel of the year.
Herbert is currently working on the filming of his new major novel, Soul

other's ideas" with ' research and

Catcher which will take place in the Pacific Northwest.
The Chairman of the Lectures committee suggests that anyone with

immediate scrutiny" as the debaters

inquiries or ideas about the functions of Lectures should stop by room 212 of

elements of the proposition."

the SUB.

evidence coming under close and
"focus on historical and value
Students also can participate in
the Persuasive Speaking event, where
they design a speech to influence the
beliefs and/or actions of listeners
through logical and emotional proof;
in advocating a particular point of
view, the student is asked to
concentrate on historical and value
elements of the general theme, "The
American Frontier: Crucible of our
National Character?"
Students can finally participate in
the Extemporaneous Speaking event,

FOOD STAMPS

where they again are asked to address
themselves to the historical or value

—HALLMARK CARDS, GIFTS, HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES....

elements of a topic they draw 30
minutes prior to speaking.
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capital punishment- poll shows ups students are sharply split
The issue of capital punishment has been
hotly contested for a long while, but time hasn't dulled

respondee to give his/her reason for being either for or

the emotions expressed by those both pro and con.

against. Needless to say, some of them were very

This division of sentiment seems to remain constant
throughout the population, including the UPS

problems of crime."

During the week of September 24-28, 1,200

"Financial. Why use the taxpayers money to keep

questionnaires were distributed to students and faculty

someone alive who will spend the rest of their life in

here, to determine where they stood on the issue of

jail?"

"Does it reform the criminal to kill him? No!"
"It makes no difference who kills who ... "
"No one has the right to decide who lives and who

"Just read the papers! The 'do-gooders' have not

capital punishment. The poll was devised by Ann

"It is a simplistic solution to a complex problem, and
in fact is a very shortsighted way of dealing with the

Here are some of the responses from those in favor:

community.

Robertson, a junior communications major.

"No human has the right to take the life of another no
matter what the circumstance."

provocative and probably represented the entire spectrum
of opinion in the general population.

dies but God. "

solved anything. The repeaters are increasing. The victim

"It's no deterrent!"

is ignored and the 'poor' instigator gets off scot free."

"Death is unethical."

Two hundred ninety-seven of the polls were returned,

"It is a viable alternative to be considered in a small

with 155 in favor of reinstatement and 142 opposed, a

"It's irrational."

minority of cases."

nearly 50-50 split.
The responses were broken down by race, sex and age.
In all categories the responses were slightly in favor of
reinstatement, with females showing the widest margin,

Judging from the responses it can be seen that there

"A life for a life."

will be no easy solution to the problem. On November 4,

"Stop protecting the criminal, start protecting the

voters will go to the polls and voice their opinions
officially, but the deep emotional differences between

citizen."
"It will deter crime .

75 for and 65 against.

by skip jones

Now for the other side:

Aside from hard statistics the poll asked each

opponents and proponents may never be resolved.

"

"Retribution."

Pe C3ONALe

forum ousts class
by liz jestice
Students pay $320 for 50-55 class
hours, yet the university has seen fit

M.D. 37 WANTS TO GET MARRIED. Would like to meet
attractive, intelligent girl 20 to 28. If interested, please

to schedule a community tax forum
in place of a science class lecture.

send picture and information to 812 Levering Ave. Apt
This forum took place last

549, Los Angeles, Cal. 90024.

Thursday and Friday in Mc 006, the

CARPOOL WANTED
A friendly person to share driving from Fort Lewis to

assigned lecture hall for Chemistry
114, and Dr. Berry, lecturer for the

UPS. Call Kathleen, 964-4091.

class, explained that he received a call

EARN UP TO $1800 a school year or more posting

from Mildred Ness of Assistant Dean

educational literature on campus in spare time. Send

Peterson's office. (Ness is responsible

name, address, phone, school and references to:

for assigning rooms for the

Nationwide College Marketing Services, Inc., P.O. Box

university.) She said that Chemistry

1384, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. Call (313)662-1770.

114 would have to move for two days
so that the tax forum could use the

FOR SALE

If you have room
in your dash
for an ordinary radio,
you have room
for Pioneer stereo.

lecture hall.

Vintage Antique Adding Machine. New Paint! Low
miles! No down payment! Inquire at TRAIL office.

KP-4000

Berry was offered a choice of
rooms in Thompson Hall, all of

ripoNern

which were too small to accommodate

tc.

the large class. He was told that the

1

1,19VM AVM

extra students could sit on the floor,
which he found unacceptable for a
working class situation.
•

phi bbs

He was then given the theatre.
But on Thursday, when he arrived to
prepare for his class, he found no

continued from page I

amplifier, no blackboard, and no

Director) , about that,' said Phibbs.

screen to show slides on. Also the

'I assume it's to prevent damage. The fence has been

lighting was so bad that it would have

knocked down on the west side though. So you could get

been impossible to take notes.

in that way. '

Therefore, he cancelled the class and

Murray added tht they were trying to develop a 1Y:

for two days there was no lecture.

mile exercise route on campus. He hoped to have it

When asked about the situation

completed by the spring term.

during the President's
Question-Answer session last
Monday, President Phibbs passed the

One woman asked about Safety and Security's notice
that signs were to be posted on bulletin boards not in

buck to Assitant Dean Peterson,

doors. She said someone had taken down the signs on the

saying he knew nothing concerning

bathroom doors of one residence hall.

the matter.
When asked, Mildred Ness

'Three-fourths of the students see them there,' she said
'I hate to say this, but the bathroom doors in the dorm

haughtily replied that this group of

are the most effective places to put signs.'

businessmen have come on campus

Phibbs and Stuckey explained the notice was put out

for the 8 or 9 years that she has been

because the signs cause 'unsightlyness' and the tape

here. She stated "they are here and

damages the finish on the doors. It was suggested that

that is it!" She then refused to

bulletin boards be put on the bathroom doors.

answer any further questions and

This fall various Resident Directors have strongly
lectured their charges on the university's alchohol
policies. Dean of Students John . English wrote a lengthy
letter to the TRAIL(Oct. 3 issue) on the same subject.

once again referred the question to

4,
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Maybe you always thought a car stereo would
mess up the underside of your dash. Or a lot of wires
would show.
With Pioneer's KP-4000 no chance.
Wherever your radio is now, that's where this car
stereo goes. It has adjustable control shafts
so it'll fit exactly.
It plays stereo cassettes, FM stereo and AM.It has more power than any typical radio : 7.6 watts
RMS, 15 watts peak power. A complete in-dash cassette
system that features fast forward, rewind, and
automatic stop and eject.
So now, Pioneer leaves you with only one reason
not to treat yourself to an in-dash stereo. Our prices
will probably take care of that.

CO PIONEER'
KP-4000. In-dash cassette AM/FM stereo.

Peterson.
Assistant Dean Frank Peterson is
the person ultimately responsible for

only $159.95

assigning class rooms. Peterson

When asked why the university was putting such effort

pointed out that plans had been

into explaining it's alchohol policy this year Phibbs

made to have the tax forum in the

said,'Memories fade quickly.We've seen that it's necessary

room before Chemistry 114 was

to reemphasize our position every year: With the

assigned the classroom. He seemed to

freshman and transfer students, he said, there are many

consider this enough of a reason to

new students who haven't heard the policy

OK the tax forum.

(In a thumbnail sketch the UPS policy is to respect the
state laws, that the legal drinking age is 21 and no

He said that his office tries to
make every effort for classes to have
first access to the use of the facilities.

admission may be charged at an event where alchohol is

He also said that the class was not

served. Drinkers should also respect the rights of others.)

cancelled through any action of his

The faculty is considering the three quarter system at

office, rather that the professor did

UPS, said Ph , `,13s. 'But they haven't really started on it

the cancelling. But, classes previously

yet.: On changing the system'I'm largely indifferent.No

scheduled for the theatre have had to

calendar is perfect. The problem is to find one that is the

switch to other facilities because of

most acceptable to the largest number. '

the unfeasibility of the theatre as a
classroom. Yet, faced with this fact,

The 4-1-4 school year is the 'second most popular

the chemistry class was expected to

system' among United States universities, responded
Phibbs to a student who asked about transferring credits

() BM A

use the theatre in lieu of the regular
.

lecture hall.

01 9
.0

10323-B Plaza Drive S.W. 582-3600
Villa Plaza Tacoma, Washington 98499
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a word or two

Deadlines for stories, ads, letters to the editor
and personals is Friday at 3:00 pm for the issue of
the next week. Letters to the editor must be
typed, carry the full name of the author and
should not exceed 250 words.
Material submitted to the TRAIL is subject to
editing and will be published as space allows. Turn
copy in to the TRAIL office, room 214 of the
SUB.

As someone who really knows the
value and significance of an
independent university, you have an
important stake in the proposed state
constitutional amendment on the
November 4 ballot. HJR 19 presents
a question regarding financial support
for the students of private education.
In a very real sense, the question
deals with the future affordability of

freedom shouted down

a quality liberal arts education at
UPS and other independent
institutions.

Dear Editor,
A basic freedom of speech,
the undeniable right for each
person to publically hold and
view their own beliefs is
guarenteed by our constitution.
In reflection to the small
incident two weeks ago, at
Pacific Lutheran University, I
should now like to hold and
review my personal feelings
about such a group of people,
who felt a lecture hall, of one of
our universities is a place to
stage a front for their petty little
war.
The question I would like to
put to these people is, not
whether they feel their beliefs
were right or wrong. But do they
in any way or form have a
lawful position to call down,

and shout out a lecturer brought
to this country, to inform the
citizens of this country of an
uncomfortable situation in
which we are unfortunately
involved.
Our universities are a place of
learning and growth not a
proving ground for guerrilla
tactics that belong in a jungle.
There is little education or
freedom from a mob. Especially
a mob spouting insolent slogans
and carrying fanatic signs. As a
mob, you have stopped your
opposition, but also you have
ignored our constitution and
broken the laws which keep us
free. Your are guilty of more
than you accuse.

HJR 19 would, if passed by a 50%
yes vote, amend the state
Constitution to permit the state
legislature to consider aid for
>tudents in non-profit schools and
Jniversities to the extent allowed by
:he Federal Constitution. Specifically
rIJR 19 would allow the state
legislature to consider low-interest
loans/grants for education to both
public and private students. HJR 19,
in itself, would not create any new
programs, services, or direct aid to
students. It would, however, allow
such questions to be considered and
funded by the State of Washington,
On November 4, we are all faced
with an important decision. The
question which FUR 19 presents is an
important one to you as a student
and perhaps to the future of private
education itself. The decision is

douglas bourcy
staff artist

yours. I urge you to let your opinion
be know. Vote November 4th.
Lyle Gelbach

death penalty degrades self-respect
may cost us lives, because people
who want to be martyrs or want
If Initiative 316 passes,
to commit suicide sometimes
reinstituting a mandatory death actually commit murders in
penalty in Washington, the order to be executed.
people of this state will lose
For what? The death penalty
much and gain nothing. The will make us no safer. Dozens of
most important thing we will studies have been done by
lose is our self-respect, a sense of criminologists to determine
decency that is inconsistent with whether capital punishment
the spectacle of strangling prevents murder, and every
human beings to death at the single one of them has
end of a rope.
concluded it does not. States
But that is not the only thing which long ago abolished the
the death penalty will cost us. It death penalty have lower murder
will cost us money, because rates than states which have
capital trials and appeals are so retained it. When states have
expensive that it is cheaper to abolished the death penalty, the
imprison a man for life than to murder rate has not gone up
execute him. It will cost us the significantly; when they have
ability to convict and imprison brought it back after a period
murderers, because juries often without it, the murder rate has
acquit or fail to reach a verdict not gone down. In the 1930's
when the only possible penalty when Washington was executing
upon conviction is death (that is more people than it has at any
why Washington and every other other time, the murder rate was
state in the country abolished much higher.
"mandatory" capital
The death penalty is not
punishment long ago). And it necessary as a means of keeping
Dear Editor,

editor

assistant editor

anna hibbard

merrilee donnell

accomplices in new,
cold-blooded murders.
tim k. ford
campaign director
citizens against hanging

editorial

soule corrects trail avalanche mistake
Dear Editor,
In your article on the committee report of the St. Helen's
accident, I was paraphrased as objecting to the campsite because it
was located IN broken ice. This is incorrect. I objected to the
location of the campsite because it was located BENEATH large
blocks of broken ice. There is a distinct difference.
Perhaps this confusion also led to the mislabeling of the pictures
in your article. The terrain shown in the pictures is the area directly
above the campsite. The pictures are not of the campsite proper.
The accident is still of volatile concern to many people and it
behooves us to speak of it in the most precise language possible.

paul ried

kevin russet!, melissa crites, jeff katz, tae rasperry, janet
dodge, shauna titus, mike purdy, matt mccully, tod
nichols, mike reed, ty morris, skip Jones.

colleen mckay

torn pantley

ineffective as it is brutalizing.
There is no possible justification
for bringing back this relic of the
Dark Ages. It will not help stop
crime. It will just make us all

Up until last Wednesday, the chances appeared good that the
nationally known research team of Masters and Johnson would
speak on the UPS campus, sometime in March. Masters and Johnson
make very few college engagements as a rule. Because of a special
.arrangement with Tacoma Community College, the lecture was to
cost UPS about $2,500, half the normal cost.
But do not rush out to buy tickets. Masters and Johnson will not
be here. Our student Senate voted against funding this lecture.
This action, taken at last Wednesday's Senate meeting, came as a
shock to Lectures chairperson Scott Nelson, who had been talking
and working on the program for about three weeks. The rejection
came about when Nelson asked the Senate to give him the power to
negotiate with agents for Masters and Johnson. He had previously
gotten TCC to agree to cover half of all expenses for the lecture, in a
manner similar to the successful Rod Serling lecture of two years
ago. While it is the responsibility of Nelson's committee to select and
secure speakers, any allocation of funds in excess of $1,000 (even if
already budgeted to the committee) must be OK'd by the Senate.
The action is usually little more than a formality, and few people in
the gallery expected this worthwhile project to be axed.
It was hard for this observer, and others present, to understand
why the Senate voted against this project. The vote was six for seven
against. When one new senator asked for input as to why senators
voted against Masters and Johnson, her request was not dealt with.
The Senate wanted to move on to other business.
The meeting started ten nimutes late because several Senators
apparently could not make it back from their intramural football
games in time. After that more time was taken up ceremoniously
passing out pens to the outgoing Senators. Still more time was spent
by Senate President Michael Wiesmann giving the senators protracted
instructions, that could have been handled in a study session, on
how to campaign for HJR-19. But when the legislative task of
allocating funds came up, the Senate became hurried. Wiesmann was
quick to cut off debate on the issue and did not entertain the
suggestion to find out why senators had voted against the lecture.
But he did state afterward that he "wanted to get the meeting over
with quickly."
The only clear explanation for a negative vote was offered by
Senator Jim Brown. He stated his opposition because he did not
know "if the students wanted the lecture." Brown said the campus
should be tested on its possible support of this lecture.
This statement left those who spend their time in the ASUPS
offices not knowing whether to laugh or to cry. It had been open
knowledge for about three weeks that Nelson was trying to book
Masters and Johnson. If Brown or any other senator were really
interested in the students opinion on this matter, they had three
weeks to find out. But they instead chose to express their
uncertainty the night approval was asked for. Maybe now Brown will
go out and ask students if this lecture appealed to them. But it will
no longer matter. We have lost Masters and Johnson for this year.
tom pantely
news editor

reporting staff: kart ohls, pauta plamondon, liz code,
business manager

sports editor

news editor

murderers from killing again.
Murderers are the least
troublesome prisoners, according
to almost every warden in the
country. And when murderers
are paroled, they are less likely
to violate their parole than any
other group of parolees. We
simply do not need to kill
murderers to stop them from
killing again. Never in the
history of Washington state has
anyone who could be executed
under Initiative 316 been
paroled and then committed
another murder.
The death penalty is as
worthless as it is degrading, as
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order and control, but this dialectic merges into cycle in
the continuing ritual of the bullfight. Hence, "with the
emotionally pre-determined fall of the hero goes a
pre-determined resurrection. The life-force which, in one

scrivens

manifestation, perishes, renews itself in another. So the
tragic lament passes into exultation."(39)
IV
At this point, as mourning passes into joy, our
attention begins to shift from the tragic specacle itself to

herningway, tragedy, and the spanish bullfight
by steven r. phillips

continued from last issue's scrivens section

the audience for whom the spectacle is performed; as we
focus more and more on the audience the question of the
function of the bullfight becomes more prominent. As we
have seen, that spectacle has its origins in ritual sacrifice,
which is the essential element of tragedy. Moreover,

'II
As a tragic spectacle with its origins in ritual, it will

unbelievable ... The best of all fighting bulls have a

sacrifice is almost always communal in nature. We must

quality, called nobility by the Spanish, which is the most

thus now direct our attention to the important issue of

not be surprising if we find, as Hyman suggests, the

extraordinary part of the whole business" (DIA,p.113). If

the communal or social function of the modern

organizational structure of the bullfight to be inherently

it is appropriate to see in the tragic hero a descendent of

formalization of ritual sacrifice.

dramatic. Like the rituals that lie behind Greek tragedy,

the god or divine king who must die so that his people

As Walter Burkert has pointed out, "At the center of

the ritual origins of the bullfight are concerned with

may have new life, it is certainly as appropriate to see in

the sacrifice stands neither the gift to the gods nor

fertility, vegetation and seasonal change. Consequently,

the truly brave bull a prototype of the Hemingway tragic

fellowship with them, but the killing of the animal, and

the bullfight presents us with a structure organized

hero. One of the things that most counts for Hemingway

man as its killer." Sacrifice, he goes on, "is ritual killing.

around what Frye has identified as the dual pattern of

is "performance en route," and the fighting bull meets his

In the sacrificial ritual man causes and experiences

literature at the archetypal level, the pattern of dialectic

fate directly, without hesitation, and with nobility.

death."(40) At the center of sacrificial ritual stands man

and the pattern of cycle.(32) These two structural

Facing the bull is our representative, the bullfighter,

elements of the bullfight allow us to deal with it as a

who must dominate and control this primitive force.

the earliest human society. Yet around the act of killing,

coherent work of tragic drama.

Hemingway's bullfighters, real and fictional, have been

either for sacrifice or for food, there develops in

the killer, just as man the hunter stood at the center of -

Dialectically, the bullfight presents a confrontation

given more than adequate attention by his critics,(35) and

numerous primitive societies highly ambigious feelings,

between the demonic, largely a manifestation of "the

little need be said of them here, except to make it clear

for killing is not only necessary but is also unnatural, a

vast, menacing stupid powers of nature,"(33) and the

that "the tragedy of the bullfight" is "the tragedy of the

violation of life. Thus in the elaborate rituals that man

apocalyptic, essentially a manifestation of the human

bull; not the man"(DIA,p.167). In a perfect bullfight,

develops around his acts of killing he is showing his

impulse to impose form on the natural world. On the one

Hemingway writes, "no men are wounded nor killed and

reluctance to kill, his respect for life.

hand is the bull, the natural representative of Dionysian

six bulls are put to death in a formal and ordered manner

Yet man as the slaughterer of animals is also the

excess and passion; on the other is the bullfighter, the

by men who expose themselves to the maximum of

potential killer of man; the hunter is also the warrior. At

Apollonian representative of control and order. The

danger over which their ability and knowledge will allow

"the very beginning of human civiliztion (is) the story of

process of the bullfight is one of conflict between these

them to triumph without casualties"(DIA,p.404). In the

the sacrifice combined with the murder of Able; man is

two elements which, if acted properly, will allow the

ideal ritual of the bullfight the bullfighter is the priest,

the descendent of Cain ... Human sacrifice, therefore, is

Dionysian full expression but which will end with the

acting within clearly prescribed rules of conduct, and the

a possibility which, as a horrible threat, stands behind

triumphant control of those forces by the greater forces

tragedy is the bull's. In "the old days you went to a

every sacrifice" (Burkert, 111). Yet on the other hand,

bullfight and the matadors were matadors; they had

man has presumable developed a respect for life; "The

of order.

served a real apprenticeship, knew bullfighting, performed
as skillfully as their ability and courage permitted with
cape, muleta, banderillas, and they killed the bulls"(DIA,
p.85). It is only in the modern decadence of the bullfight,
when bullfighters have become individuals, that the
disciplined, ritual pattern is broken; only then can
Hemingway's bullfighters approach the tragic. It must be
emphasized, however, that such tragic qualities are at
odds with the nature of the ideal bullfight.
The exultation that Hemingway feels in the midst of a
great bullfight "is related in direct line of descent to the
religious exultation felt by the primitive group that made
sacrifice of the divine king or sacred animal, the
representative of the tribal life, and, by the communion
of its shed blood, felt that life strengthened and
renewed."(36) The tragedy of the bullfight is the tragedy
of the bull, not of the man.
Along with the dialectic represented by the man and
the bull, the bullfight also presents a cyclical pattern. The
alteration of excess and control, of the forces of night and
day, give way to the cycle of summer and winter."In the
solar cycle of the day, the seasonal cycle of the year, and
the organic cycle of human life, there is a single pattern of
Hemingway's response to the bullfight was instinctive,

significance, out of which myth constructs a central

perceptive and almost always correct; he understood at

narrative around a figure who is partly the sun, partly

once that its tragedy was centered in the bull, not in the

vegetative fertility and partly a god or archetypal human

man. Hemingway describes the very first bull he saw in his

be ing."(37) This "single pattern of significance"

very first bullfight: "He came out all in a rush, big,

articulated by myth and played out by ritual, is the

black and white, weighing over a ton and moving with a

fourfold pattern of birth, triumph, death, and

soft gallop. Just as he came out the sun seemed to dazzle

dissolution.(38) Hemingway describes the bull fight as a

him for an instant. He stood as though he were frozen, his

three act tragedy, but it is possible to see in the entrance

great crest of muscle up, firmly planted, his eyes looking

of the bull into the ring an embodiment of the first phase

around, his horns pointed forward, black and white and
sharp as porcupine quills. Then he charged. And as he

of the seasonal cycle, the phase of "dawn, spring and

charged I suddenly saw what bull fighting is all about.
For the bull was absolutely unbelievable. He seemed

birth" (Fables,p.16). The bull explodes into the ring "in
full possession of his faculties, confident, fast, vicious and
conquering" (DIA, p.98). The second phase, that of the

like some great prehistoric animal, absolutely deadly and

"zenith, summer, and ... triumph" (Fables, p.16) is the

absolutely vicious. And he was silent. He charged silently

act of the picadores. Although the bull receives

and with a soft galloping rush. When he turned he turned

punishment in this phase, at its end "he has apparently

on his four feet like a cat."(34)

won. He has cleared the ring of mounted men and is

Later, in spite of a sophisticated and technical

alone" (DIA, p.98). The phase of "sunset, autumn and

understanding of bullfighting developed over a number of

death" (Fables, p.16) is the act of the banderillas. In this

years. Hemingway retained this instinctive response to the

phase the bull "is baffled completely by an unarmed man

primitive nature of the "truly brave bull," one who gives

and very cruelly punished by the banderillas ... When the

no warning before he charges except the fixing of his eye

banderillas are in he is done for. They are the sentencing"

on his enemy, the raising of the crest of muscle in his

(DIA, p.98). The final phase, that of darkness and

neck, the twitching of an ear, and, as he charges,the lifting

dissolution, is the act of execution; the bull "is faced by

of his tail. A completely brave bull, if he is in perfect

only one man who must, alone, dominate him by a piece

condition will never open his mouth, will not even let his

of cloth placed over a stick, and kill him from in front,

tongue out, during the course of the entire fight and, at

going in over the bull's right horn to kill him with a sword

the finish, with the sword in him, will come toward the

thrust between the arch of his shoulder blades" (DIA,

man while his legs support him, his mouth tight shut to

P.98). Yet like all ritual, the tragedy of the bullfight is a

keep the blood in."(DIA,p.124)

continuing one; a new bull will replace the old one, one

The "bravery of the bull," Hemingway writes
elsewhere in Death in the Afternoon "is the primal root

bullfight is followed by another.

of the whole Spanish bullfight. The bravery of a truly

one of dialectic and cycle. The Dionysian arrogance and

brave bull is something unearthly and

powei of the bull is defeated by the greater power of

Thus the tragic pattern of the bullfight is the double

hunter may imagine the animal which he is going to kill as
his 'brother' ... " Thus the paradox of sacrifice is that it
constitutes a series of "symbolic acts through which man
tries to restore the equilibrium disturbed, to stress the
continuity of life thorugh death" (Burkert,111). The
community, led by the sacrificer, coalesces around the
sacrifice and through it gains a sense of the continuity of
life.
The function of the bullfight for Hemingway focuses
around these twin issues of life and death. 'The only
place where you could see life and death," he writes, "was
in the bull ring" (DIA, p.2); the bullfight gave him "a
feeling of life and death and mortality and immortality"
(DIA, p.4). On the one hand, there is in the bullfight the
certral fact of killing, the bringing about of death. As
Hemingway writes, "Once you accept the rule of death
thou shalt not kill is an easily and a naturally obeyed
commandment. But when a man is still in rebellion
against death he has pleasure in taking to himselfone of
the Godlike attributes; that of giving it. This is one of the
most profound feelings in those men who enjoy killing.
These things are done in pride and pride, of course, is a
Christian sin, and a pagan virtue. But it is pride which
makes the bullfight and true enjoyment of killing which
makes the great matador" (DIA, p.233).(41) Yet this act
of mortality is also an affirmation of immortality, for the
essence of the greatest emotional appeal of bullfighting is
the feeling of immortality that the bullfighter feels in the
middle of a great arena and that he gives to the spectators.
He is performing a work of art and he is playing with
death, bringing it closer, closer, closer, to himself, a death
that you know is in the horns because you have the
canvas-covered bodies of the horses on thr . -nd to prove
" p3ge
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whether a bullfight or an Oedipus Rex, are drawn
together in a communal vision of endirance and

continued from page 8

continuity. Hemingway's sense of the tragic is of the
it. He gives the feeling of his immortality, and, as you

permanent within the passing, of immortality within
mortality. (48)

watch it, it becomes yours. Then when it belongs to both
of you, he proves it with the svvord.(DIA, p.213). The
spectators, Hemingway writes in perhaps the best-known
passage from Death in the Afternoon, will put up with
anything if they know that: "the matador is capable of
executing a complete, consecutive series of passes with
the muleta in which there will be valor, art, understanding
and, above all, beauty and great emotion ... that takes a
man out of himself and makes him feel immortal while it
is proceeding, that gives him an ectasy, that is, while
momentary, as profound as any religious ecstasy; moving
all the people in the ring together and increasing in
emotional intensity as it proceeds, carrying the bullfighter
with it, he playing on the crowd through the bull and

V

chances one man has alone, by the Spanish Civil War and
by For Whom the Bell Tolls, a tragedy in which Robert
Jordan, in his own moment of truth, sacrifices himself for
Spain and Maria: " .... I go always with thee wherever
thou goest .... As long as there is one of us there is both
of us.."(46)

In his "Basic Characteristics of the Tragic," Karl

It is possible, moreover, to take Jasper's double

Jaspers distinguishes between an "awareness of the

awareness of the tragic a third step, for through the action

transitoriness of things and (a) genuine awareness of the

that the tragic hero takes he may rediscover cycle, not

tragic." On the one hand, "When he thinks of

this time at the relatively superficial level of an awareness

transitoriness, man views the actual events leading up to

of the transitoriness of things but instead at the more

death, as well as the ephemeral character of all life, as

profound level of the completed tragic vision, the vision

parts of the natural cycle of growth, decay, and renewed

of recreation in destruction, of the eternal in the mortal.

growth .... " Yet according to Jaspers, this sense of

This is the perception that Hemingway instinctively

mortality can not be rightly termed tragic. "Genuine

grasped at the beginning of his career in the Spanish

awareness of the tragic," on the other hand, "is morethan
mere contemplation of suffering and death, flux and

bullfight but was not able to articulate until his final
novel, The Old Man and the Sea. Like all of Hemingway's

extinction. If these things are to become tragic, man must

tragic heroes, Santiago goes too far out and is defeated;

act. It is only then, through his own actions, that man

unlike Frederick Henry's loss of Catherine, however,

enters into the tragic involvement that inevitably must

Santiago's loss of his great fish is also a victory, for

that leaves you, when it is over, and the death

destroy him."(45) The early Nick Adams stories and The
Sun Also Rises can well be seen as examples of Jasper's

Santiago will endure, both as part of the Gulf Stream and

administered to the animal that has made it possible, as

first kind of perception, of an awareness merely "of the

empty, as changed and as sad as any major emotion will

novel tells the old man that "we will fish together now for

transitoriness of things" perhaps best summed up by the

leave you. (DIA, pp. 206-207)
This communal sense of immortality, this "fusion of

I still have much to learn."(47) Hemingway's tragic vision

quotation Hemingway used from Ecclesiastes as an

involves a great deal of the stoic, but it involves a great

epigraph to the novel. As numerous critics have pointed

deal more. Perhaps more than any other modern

out, Hemingway's early heroes are most frequently

American writer Hemingway consistently faced the

being moved as it responds in a growing ecstasy of
ordered, formal, passionate, increasing disregard for death

the now and the always in a great bullfight,"(42) is
characteristic of what Ernst Cassirer calls the
"mythico-religiousattitude," one which: "comes to rest
in the immediate experience; the sensible present is so
great that everything else dwindles before it. For a person
whose apprehension is under the spell of this
mythico—religious attitude, it is as though the whole
world were simply annihilated; the immediate content,
whatever it be, that commands his religious interest so
completely fills his consciousness that nothing else can
exist beside and apart from it. The ego is spending all its
energy on this single object, lives it, loses itself in it."(43)
Carl Jung has perhaps described this experience best:

through the young boy Manolin, who at the end of the

passive victims of the shocks and violence of life. Yet

nightmare world of the demonic, the physical and

when Frederick Henry dives into the river in the retreat

psychological swamps of our experience, the threat of

from Caporetto, a fundamental change takes place in the

human sacrifice that lies behind every tragedy. It has

Hemingway hero: he acts and in acting becomes aware of
the genuinely tragic. A Farewell to Arms, however, ends

frequently been pointed out that Hemingway used

in the biological trap and seems to confirm the view of

demonic, yet an examination of Hemingway's perception

those who see Hemingway's conception of the tragic hero
as, at best, stoic. Yet A Farewell to Arms was followed by

of the tragic pattern of the bullfight allows us to see how

Death in the Afternoon and an exploration of the full
range of tragic emotions experienced in the bullfight.

Santiago and Manolin, is a vision that not only holds the

Death in the Afternoon in turn was followed by To Have
and Have Not, in which Henry Morgan learns about the

the archetypal situation, he writes: "is always

ritual as a means of controlling that world of the

his vision, of the bullfight, of Jordan and Maria, of
demonic at bay but defeats it; in the human condition. As
Karl Jaspers suggests, "There is no tragedy without
transcendence."

characterized by a peculiar emotional intensity; it is as
thaugh chords in us were struck that had never resounded
before, or as though forces whose existence we never
suspected were unloosed ... (W)hen an archetypal

(41)As John Killinger points out, such killing is one of

(32)Frye, Anatomy, p.106.
(33) Frye, Anatomy, p.147.
(34)White, ed., By-Line, pp. 93-94.
(35)See, for instance, Baker, Hemingway: the Writer
as Artist. pp. 154-55, Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway:
Park and Londom:
A Reconsideration (University

the signs of the existentially free man: "Taking to oneself

Pemmsylvania State Univ. Press, 1966), pp.95-97;

Gods: A Study in Existentialism(Lexington, University of

continuity that is for Hemingway, the major function of

Backman, "Hemingway: The Matador and the Crucified,"
Critiques, p. 137; and Benson, Hemingway: The Writer's

Kentucky Press, 1960), p.30.

the tragedy of the bullfight.

Art of Self Defense, p.76.

situation occurs we suddenly feel an extra—ordinary sense
of release, as though transported, or caught up by an
overwhelming power. At such moments we are no longer
individuals, but the race; the voice of all mankind
resounds in us. (44)
It is this sense of immortality, of transcedence and

The tragic vision that thus emerges from Hemingrvay's

this 'Godlike attribute' is an integral part of a solemnly
held theory of the nontheistic existentialists: since there
is no longer God, the true individual appropriates the
deific qualities to himself." Hemingway and the Dead

(42)R ovit, Ernest Hemingway, p.132.
(43)Ernst Cassirer,

Language and Myth, quoted by

conception of the billfight is one that is considerable

(36)Bodkin, Archetypal Patterns in Poetry, p.21.
(37)Northrop Frye, Fables of Identity: Studies in

more than merely stoic. The truly brave bull, the central

Poetic Mythology (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World,

figure in the ideal bullfight, is both sacrificial victim and

Psychology to Poetry," Joseph Campbell, ed.,

1963), pp.15-16; hereafter referred to as Fables.

Portable Jung (New York: Viking, 1971), p.320.

hero. He meets his fate with nobility and courage; he dies
so that others may live through him. For a moment that is
also an eternity the audience of any great tragedy,

(38)See Frye,

Fables,

p.16; for a preliminary

discussion of these patterns in the bullfight, see my
"Hemingway and the Bullfight," pp.52-54.
(39)Bodkin, Archetypal Patterns in Poetry, p.60.

Shumaker, Literature and the Irrational, p.27.
(44)Carl G. Jung, "On the Relation of Analytical

(45)Carl Jaspers, "Basic Characteristics of the Tragic,"
Corrigan, ed., Tragedy: Vision and Form, p.44.
(46)Ernest Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940), p.463.

(40)Burkert, "Greek Tragedy and Sacrificial Ritual,"
106; for a full discussion of primitive sacrifice, see pages
106-12 of this article, upon which the following

Next year
you could be on
scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which
not only pays your tuition, but also gives you $100
a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your
books and lab fees, as well.
And after college, you'll receive a commission
in the Air Force.,. go on to further, specialized training...and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll
be travel, responsibility, and a lot of other benefits.
But it all starts right here... in college.., in the
Air Force ROTC. Things will look up... so look us up.
No obligation, of course.

discussion is based.

(47)Ernest Hemingway,

Phone 565-1900

STUDENTS—FACULTY 10% SAVINGS
Gift Certificates
Fenton Glass Giftware
Free ear-piercing with ear ring purcnase

All we can
tell you is that
men who
don't smoke
live about
6 years longer
than men who
do smoke:
If you want someone
to help you stop smoking
cigarettes, contact your
American Cancer Society.

Accutron, Bulova, Caravelle, Le Jour, Seiko, Wyler
Also Digitals: Bulova, Wyler, Seiko, Syncronar
Hours: 10 6 Mon.—Sat.
-

759-4242

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C.M.W.
Your north end jeweler

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

The Old Man and the Sea

(48)Jaspers, "Basic Characteristics of the Tragic,"
Corrigan, ed., Tragedy: Vision and Form, p.43.

6605 6th Avenue
Tacoma, Washington 98406

Watches $14.95 up
Rings $19.95 up
Diamonds

The

3811 No. 26th at Proctor

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY
'This fact taken from a research
st taly is based 011 the smoker
who at age 25 smokes about
a pack and a half of
cigaret tes a (lay.

j
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HOMECON
DAYS OF I

daft

Although the Days of Prohibition have

SONGFEST

already officially begun for the students on
campus, they will be drenched with special

HARVEY PITTLE JAZZ ENSEMBLE

recognition October 19-25, when HOMECOMING
1975 happens at UPS.
Dedicated to activities related to the original
Prohibition Days of the 30's, this year's

the

homecoming events promise to bring you a natural

committee has

high without the use of synthetic spirits.

fashioned SONGFEST AND BONFIRE (weather

CHESS TOURNAMENT
FLOAT CONTEST
Uncorking

the .activities, the CHESS

TOURNAMENT will be continued in the Great

brewed

together a good old-

permitting). Action starts at 9:30pm when each
living group will serve to you their singing talents
in their best prohibition style. Rules and
regulations have been given to each campus group.
Dress in your best 30's clothes and be prepared to
toast your competition with some merry tunes.

Hall at 2pm on Sunday, October 19. Also , this is

Sounds of the jazz saxophone will echo in the

the day to pour your living group energy together

SUB lounge Wednesday, October 22 at 8pm when

for the FLOAT DECORATING CONTEST.

the HARVEY PITTLE ensemble comes as part of
the Campus Showcase. Pittle and Company

Floats are a new idea initiated by the Special
Events Committee and Robin Chandler,

mellow you out with some

promise to

soft,

smooth jazz.

chairperson, says that , "they naturally evolved
because of their mobility, as opposed to stationary

OPEN MIKE

house decorations. They also provide an

KING AND QUEEN CORONATIO

opportunity fo: more members of the community
to view the living group efforts. Chandler went on

THEIR FIRST MISTAKE

Campus talent comes out to entertain yo
to explain that decorating the buildings was a

when Cellar Ten presents an OPEN MIK

hassle bt.cause of "the people power needed, and

performance on Thursday October 23 at 8pm

some groups just can't get their people together for

Take a study break and revive your tired head

such a project."

with some musical refreshments.
Throughout the week, any interested male o
female will be afforded the chance to run fo

CARTOON FESTIVAL

"Prohibition KING AND QUEEN ". Rules an
regulations are available along with entry form.

AUTHOR FRANK HERBERT

from living group representatives or in the Studen
Programs office, room 212 SUB , 3-5pm. Winner

Monday, October 20, Cellar Ten will present a
CARTOON FESTIVAL featuring some of the funniest
Road Runner and Pink Panther flicks. Just follow
the sound of people consumed with laughter, down
to the Cellar in the SUB basement at 8pm.
Noted science fiction author Frank Herbert

will be selected on basis of service to your livin
unit or to the UPS students and will be announce
Thursday and Friday of homecoming week durin
the mealtimes and in the showcase of th
SUB.

HOMECOMING BALL

promises to be an interesting speaker when he
appears in the SUO lounge Tuesday, October 21 at
7:30pm as part of the Lecture Series.

Friday, October 24, the "Days of Prohibition
" HOMECOMING BALL will make you want t

THE DEADLY AFFAIR
supplement designed an

THE GIRL-GETTERS
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NG 1975
OHIBITION
put on those dancin' shoes as you get down to the
tight, together sounds of Shades of Jade. The
evening starts at 9pm in the Top Of The Ocean
ballroom that has atmosphere fit for a night
hung-over with memories. "Ocean" is knL.vo tor
its seaside, ocean liner elegance, and it makes a
perfect place with its outdoor deck where you can
dance under the stars and gaze out on the bay
where the moon shines.

LOGGER PANCAKE BREAKFAST
SPIRIT PARADE
CHICO STATE V'. LOGGERS
Saturday's prohibition activities start at 9am
with the LOGGER PANCAKE BREAKFAST in
the fieldhouse. At 10:30am all floats will line up
for the SPIRIT PARADE complete with spectators
and marchers. The parade route will flow all over
campus, for everyone to see and be judged by a
panel of distinguished temperance leaders. Winners
will be announced at halftime where the floats will
be parked on the field for one last intoxicating

view of their splendor.
Chico State invades Logger territory at 1:30pm
for the homecoming FOOTBALL GAME. At
halftime, intergroup races will be run and a human
tunnel will be formed for the players.

CHEECH AND CHONG
Saturday activities end with an explosion of
fun and dry comedy as CHEECH AND CHONG
arrive at the UPS Fieldhouse at 8pm. Appearing

"FANCY THAT" a
popular group on the
Northwest nitery
circuit, is slated
to appear at the
HOMECOMING BALL,
Saturday evening at
the Top of the
Ocean. Refreshments
will be served, and

everyone's invited
to the 9 pm affair.
Tickets are available at the Programs
Office, room 212,
SUB, and at the door.
It's sure to be a
repeat of last
year's success, so
be there:

with them and opening the show , Columbia
recording artists - CECILIO AND KAPONO who
have been breakin' performances records all over

DARLING. GET ME A CROCODILE

California, New York and Hawaii. It promises to
be an evening of bottled dynamite, and what
better way to cap off the evening than by
swallowing high spirited comedy and easy, mellow
music ?
The

"Days of Prohibition"

may have been

dead in the 30's, but for HOMECOMING 1975,
there'll be so many events and activities for you to
guzzle

down, it will make your head

spin--"naturally", of course !

rl by the homecoming committee

&mach

&um,

BOB DYLAN AND NEIL
DIAMOND were among
those turned away at
the door of LA's
Troubador Club, when
Cecelio and Kapono
appeared there last
week. Appearances
at Stanford and
Berkeley were sold
out. Don't be among
those left out
Buy your tickets
NOW for this year's
HOMECOMING CONCERT,
headlined by comedians CHEECH & CHONG.
Showtime is 8 pm in
the fieldhouse, and
admission is only $3
for UPS students,
and $5 for the
public. We've been
waiting a long time
for this....
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laugh yourself to death
by george knight
There's a load of entertainment at the Inside Theatre

L
.-7s I entertainment

this weekend.
Kicking off the Bicentennial season at UPS last night

—

was "Arsenic and Old Lace", an old highschool and
college standby that your parents probably starred in, if
not your kid brother. Not that the show is any worse for
the wear—quite the contrary. Joseph Kesselring's play has
gained its status as an American classic not due to any
sort of simplicity of plot or production but rather to its
fresh, explosive humor and the curious eccentricities of its
characters, none of which has been thinned by the passing
years.
The Inside Theatre's production is blessed with a
splendid cast, carefully blended and paced by director
Jerry Allen, who is making his debut at UPS in that
capacity. Cheri Cozort and Olivia Donnell give hilarious
performances as two elderly spinsters whose penchant for
charities takes some deadly if well intended turns, while
Charles Warren adds bedlam as the insane nephew Teddy,
who imagines himself to be Teddy Roosevelt and finds
Panama in the cellar and Spaniards lurking at the top of
the stairs. Doug Newell is superb as yet another nephew,
Jonathan, who is constantly on the verge of losing total
control of his tremendous evil energies, and finally,
Charles Richardson as Mortimer adds a pinch of sanity to

Olivia Donnell (Martha Brewster) left and Cheri Cozort (Abby Brewster) right star in the upcoming production ot
"Arsenic and Old Lace" at the UPS Inside Theatre. Tickets are on sale now between

1 pm and 5 pm daily. Call

756-3329.

upsnb

the brew, which only makes the pot boil more wildly, and
as a result is nearly killed twice and is drived to the brink
of hysteria by the antics of his relatives. The supporting
cast is also excellent with few if any weaknesses.

• •

merican
string band
splendid

hansen is master organist
by chuck richardson
Even the musically uneducated can appreciate real mastery of an

by Janet dodge

instrument. Such mastery was apparent last Friday night when Dr. Edward

Campus Showcase brought UPS

Hansen performed "Compositions by American Composers" on the organ in

some "ziggy-diggy" entertainment on
Friday October 10 in the SUB
lounge. The Irish-American String
Band provided a pleasant evening of
lively tunes and anecdotes for its
receptive audience.
The band consisted of three men:
Frank Farrow, Mark Graham, and

To tell you the surprising, suspenseful,

and

rib-tickling plot would spoil the fun, but you are
guaranteed a first rate comedy from the opening scenes
through the curtain call, and I do mean THROUGH the
curtain call.
"Arsenic and Old Lace" will be running this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday as well as Wednesday, Thursday,

Kilworth Chapel.
Dr. Hansen's recital tours have taken him across the US as well as the
Sweden and Norway. He has been a UPS faculty member since 1969.

Friday and Saturday of next week at the Inside Theatre in
Jones Hall. Curtain time is 8 pm. Bring a date, and enjoy.

The program, which was in honor of America's bicentennial celebration,
opened by featuring the works of four contemporary American composers.

Moving away from the present and into the past, Dr. Hansen then

The first was an intricate piece: "Partita on 'Our Father, Thou In Heaven

presented works that came out of the United States' turbulent revolutionary
period. The first of these was a "Voluntary in A" which was written by

Above",, composed in 1969 by Jan Bender.

Mike Saunders. The instruments seen

The second, by Daniel Pinkham, "When the Morning Stars Sang Together"

William Selby (1738-1798). Next was the simple, sedate piece, called

and heard were a banjo, a harmonica,

(19711 was a weird composition using taped sounds as a background for the

"Introductory Voluntary" written by Francis Linley (1771-1800). Third, Dr.

a violin, a guitar, and a drum made

organ music. The result is a chaotic, futuristic piece that the audience

Hansen performed a sprightly, bright composition by Benjamin Carr

responded to enthusiastically. One wonders, however, if the audience

(1769-1831), entitled, "Flute Voluntary."

out of a goat skin.
Most of the music was Irish dance

applauded heartily because they enjoyed it; or because they felt they should

songs with a few American tunes.

enjoy it. Perhaps my tastes in music are too conservative. Granted, I was

The audience of about 120 clapped
at times and seemed to really enjoy
the music and humor projected by
the group.
The musicians had to be either
from Ireland or magnificent imitators

fascinated, but just as I would be fascinated by a car wreck.
The third composition, written in 1968, was by Alma Oncley, professor
emeritus of music at UPS, entitled "Passacaglia on

a theme of William

Dr. Hansen's expertise, by a strong round of applause for her work.
After intermission, Dr. Hansen returned with a sonata from another local

expression and stage presence one

artist, Michael Young, called the "Sonata of Joy" (1969) which was in three

could tell they really like performing.

parts. Firstly, a "Dance" which was lively and very enjoyable. Second, a

Campus Showcase is truthfully a

hypnotic piece, "Meditation." Then ending with a beautifully dissonant
"Fantasy Toccata."

others while getting away from the

CARTOON
CAPER

typical Friday and Tuesday night
atmosphere. Free refreshments are
served and the whole situation is
relaxing and fun. Watch your UPS

0

calendar for the Campus Showcase

Downstairs at the

FRANK HERBERT
author of

DUNE,
DUNE MESSIAH
and other science-fiction titles,

SOUL CATCHER,

rHARBOR INNT

=-11

Cellar ilestaurant rt'raig- 1-4rboOkta. 98435

Dr. Hansen was called back with a thundering ovation to give an encore by
an amused, entertained and impressed audience.

and currently working on the film of his Novel

future eventc.

Ire ri

very funny satire on the mood of the staid old bit of music.

Billings." Ms. Oncley was in the audience Friday and was honored, along with

of the Irish accent. Through their

splendid place to socialize with

Then, taking a great deal of pomposity out of "My Country 'Tis of Thee
was Charles Ives' (1874-1954) work called "Variations on America." It was a

will appear in the

UPS Bookstore
to meet you and to autograph copies of his works.

•••

SPECIAL BOOKSTORE HOURS

Ethnic Foods

for Mr. Herbert:

Homemade Soups
& Pies

Tuesday, October 21

AT THE BLINKER LIGHT
OPEN TUES-SAT
11:30-9:00 858-3996

CE//AR

OCTOBER 20
10 . 00 PM

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Open and free to the public.
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space: the final frontier
by melissa crites
Get ready Star Trekkers. It's time to use that too
often forgotten ability— the imagination.

minimal

$600

billion tab for Project Independence, the

US effort to free itself from dependence on foreign
energy sources long before the year 2000.

needs of New York City.
Present day technology can accomplish nearly all
this—and according to O'Neill— the first space habitat

It is the year 2000. Seven billion people inhabit the

The first generation of colonists will have to work to

earth. Energy resources, living space and the varieties of

pay the bill for their Eden in space. They could build the

Times are bad now. People are perhaps leery of

individual choice are not what they were 40 years ago.

second colony since the facilities for mining, smelting,

investing their not-so-easily- obtained money into more

Authoritarian governments are the democratic way now

shipping and construction would be constantly improving.

space ventures. Many feel reaching the Moon was

and threats of war are never-ending.

They could also build a device called the satellite solar

unimportant. This writer feels it was important.

could be functioning by the year 2000.

This could be the situation unless we do a little

power station, or SSPS. The satellite would travel above

Important in that we know the accomplishment of a

planning for the future. It's time to move on and find new

the Earth collecting sunlight and converting it into a

dream is possible. The space colony IS possible and for

lands. Since there are no new lands on Earth worth the

microwave beam, which would be locked—at an intensity

those who expect some monetary gain from space

taking, we must seek new worlds. In the words of Captain

low enough to satisfy environmental safety

ventures, it is profitable. In the event of some

regulations—onto a circular antenna array on Earth and

catastrophe, such as a single dropping of a nuclear bomb,

Kirk, "Space: the final frontier."
When Princeton Physicist Gerard K. O'Neill made the

converted to direct-current electricity. Without creating

there would be a future for the continuation of the

proposal that space colonies br established to relieve the

thermal, chemical, or radioactive pollution, one receiving

human species. If we would take a chance, we needn't go

earth's overcrowding, increasing pollution and energy

station antenna about ten miles square could provide

the way of the dinosaur.

shortages, many of his colleagues thought he'd been

enough electricity to satisfy all the present electric-power

reading too much science fiction.
O'Neill's vision has not faded and at a three-day
conference last May, 100 scientists, engineers,
international lawyers and social scientists agreed that

old city hall unique in northwest

space colonization is not only possible but eminently
If

feasible. His idea involves a pair of huge hollow cylinders

you're looking for a

(1100 yds. long and 220 yds. in diameter) containing

one-of-a-kind item to give to a special

10,000 human beings living on the inner surface, a

person who has just about

surface that is designed and contoured into a familiar

everything—you'll have to visit the

world with "all the comforts of home." The cylinders

Old City Hall. Located on the corner

would be composed of long, alternating strips of opaque

of Seventh and Commerce, in

and transparent material—aluminum and tough plastic.

downtown Tacoma, it is one of the

Sunshine would be reflected by long mirrors and the

most unique shopping complexes in

entry of light could be controlled by mirror-shifting to

the

Northwest.
This 82 year old structure made

allow for alternating day and night. The inner surface
would be spread with soil (from the moon) allowing for

of brick imported from Belgium with

agriculture and animal husbandry. Buildings and machines

a copper tile roof was officially

would be there, too, with building materials also coming

named a National Historic Landmark

from the moon. Water can be created from industrial

for both the State of Washington and

waste, which in this case would be liquid oxygen

the City of Tacoma in 1974. Old City

generated by the smelting of lunar ores, and from liquid

Hall was originally the seat of

hydrogen, which is either extracted from the residue of

Tacoma's municipal government for

billions of years of solar wind striking the lunar surface or

66 years until the hall underwent a

imported from the earth. The water is gathaed into rivers

2.3 million dollar rencvation ating

and lakes and diffused through the atmosphere to make it

the present facility.

comfortably humid. All the colony's energy would be

There are 40 shops and

supplied by the sun. It would be used to smelt necessary

restaurants to be found throughout

ores, power factories and homes, grow food and recycle

the five levels of Old City Hall.
Restaurants such as Barney Bagel &

wastes.
Clouds, rain, trees, plants, animals, birds, fish, and

Suzy Creamcheese Deli, The Wet

harmless insects would thrive within the constraints of a

Whisker and the Lighter Than Air

closed ecosystem requiring 440 pounds of standing

Crepe Company serve such palatables

biomass (plants and animals) to maintain each person.

as omelets, sandwiches, ice cream and

Species endangered on Earth could flourish in the new

crepes. Among other things the

world. Everything that humans do on Earth, they could

quaint specialty shops offer
selections of antiques, clothes, shoes,

do in space.
Nearly everything needed to build and maintain the

jewelry, furnishing, records,

colonies would come from the moon. The initial colony

handicrafts and plants. On the
rooftop is a green house which

would be extremely expensive, however. It is extimated

$25

billion

exposes to view a closeup of

Project Apollo, but no more than a fifth of the estimated

Tacoma's historic clock tower, which

to cost $33 billion—more than that of the

contains a six foot clock and four
five-ton chimes.

ae.q Pit5e-oLs

Many of the original fixtures have

(6rDo,r)
e

been utilized to enhance the beauty
of the 15th century Italian
Renaissance design of the shopping
photo by jody ingle - trail staff
The Old City Hall located on the corner of 7th and Commerce is a
one of a kind attraction in Tacoma.

complex. There are 36 picturesque
archways symmetrically positioned
inside the hall as part of the decor.
There are ten steel vaults located in
various shops which have been

A g
35.2capbon15t3brkj
Turrem
Cotnne,
,SrVtg-d?,y

cLM

73061030

Cordpe-r Holi
u)1,
Tickei,s1

5

What
do
you
eay
to
a Naked Lady?

preserved as well as an old dust safe,
a coal fired furnace and the city jail.
The ten 6ft. thick jail cells have been
converted into game rooms
containing pool tables, pinball
machines and air hockey boards, all
of which surround the Old City Hall
Restaurant known for its fine dining
and live entertainment.
Old City Hall is open on Sunday
from 12-5, Monday 11-6 and
Tuesday-Saturday 11-9. (Oki City
Hall will close at 6pm every day until
November 1.) Free parking isavailable
across the street, and in the Tacoma
Motor Ramp garage and North Park
Plaza-just blocks away. It would be

22

well worth your while just to browse
through Old City Hall. It is in a world

Marl cheek or money order to Concerl Committee, do Whitman
College, Walla Walla. WA 99362

FRI & SAT 6:30 & 9:00 Mc 006 25t

of its own, creating a relaxed,
natural atmosphere for its shoppers.
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ups 4, wwst 3

booters win first

sports

The UPS soccer team won their first league game in two years, and even
more fulfilling, beat a team they choked against last year as Western
Washington State College fell 4-3 to the UPS Logger soccer team last Saturday.
The pitch was soggy, the sky cloudy, the opponents confident, the home

1m controversy

team anxious and their crowd enthusiastic as the match and Logger pressure
began.

by rod nichols
The

Men's

Early in the game UPS took the lead as sweeper Tony Kiriluk put in a

Intramural
.

department, as small as it may be, has

penalty shot which came as a result of tripping in a penalty area by VVWSC's
defense.

embarked on a controversial issue
which the world has beendetritingfor

Continual pressure by the Loggers all over the field, allowed freshman Gary

years and will for years to come:

Culbertson in the tenth minute to score his second goal of the season off a

Should soccer be considered a major

rebounding shot by Nick Papini. The 2-0 lead had no affect on Logger play as

sporty

they kept doing what Coach Roman Strug likes most—scoring and
"pressurizing."

Gregg Dohrn, Men's Intramural
director and his assistant, Todd

Again the Loggers scored when, in the 30th minute, Earl Nausid passed to

Fleming, have set next Monday as the

the front and Papini shot in the third goal. Then two minutes before halftime,

day when this controversial issue will

Nausid made another great pass to Gordon McCabe to give him his second goal

be discussed and a conclusion issued.

of the year and to send the Loggers to the sideline with a 4-0 halftime lead.

In more than 130 countries,

Western came out for the second half looking for revenge. The Loggers

soccer is the most popular sport, and

returned excited and in a new position--with a lead. But, the flow of the game

the number of people playing is even

shifted.

the United

Five minutes into the half, Buz Burns of VVWSC put their first goal into the

States, soccer has risen from a

net. Eleven minutes later, on a questionable call, Western was awarded a

no-name sport to a quite popular and

penalty shot which did not fail to score. And again Buz Burns broke through
at 21 minutes to make it 4-3.

more impressive.

In

has become a much watched

For the next seven minutes, it was one team trying to tie it up and another

spectator sport. Professional soccer,

trying to keep the one from knotting the score. During those minutes, UPS

in the U.S., although low-key, is on

keeper, Ken Tallquist, not only defended the goal against live shots but also

the verge of making it.

kept a penalty shot from hitting the net.

As you see, soccer is an upcoming

The game ended 4-3 for the soccer Loggers, making them 1-2 in league play

sport in the nation and so it is at

and 1-3-1 overall.

UPS. Last year was an experimental

UPS does not have another scheduled game until next week, when on

year for intramural soccer (1st year),
but due to outstanding participation,

Friday night they play powerful Simon Fraser in British Columbia and then
Kris Karlstrom controls the ball for the Soccer Loggers.

the following afternoon,they meet VVWSC again, this time in Bellingham.

it bacame the most successful
intramural program. This year there
are as many teams competing in
soccer as in football.

no win or loss at cal Poly. 3-3 tie

player of week

Dohrn has stated that he would

UPS came about as close to losing, and about as close

yard field goal. But the three points were not to be

like to see soccer as a major sport,

to winning as they could possibly come, without

marked up, as the official signalled the kick no good,

alongside football, basketball,

accomplishing either, in last Saturday's 3-3 tie to Cal

much to the anger of the Logger squad. And so the

volleyball and softball, but the

Poly., Pomona.
The Broncos' Al Crumlich missed a 25 yard field goal

contest ended as it was billed: an excellent defensive

with 25 seconds left in the game which would have

by Wagner, with 8:21 remaining in the 3rd quarter.

decision will be made by the
intramural representatives Monday,
Oct. 20 at 12:00.

struggle. The Loggers' only score was a 37 yard field goal

decided the deadlock. It was the kickers 2nd chance in

It was the second week in a row the UPS' only tally

the closing minutes to win the game, but missed this one

was a Wagner field goal, and it broke a standing UPS

wide to the right, after missing his first attempt wide to

record for most consecutive games without being shutout.

the left.
The Loggers chance to win came in the 1st period,

The Loggers have now gone 40 straight without a

when Greg Baker raced 58 yards with a quick pitch, giving

goose-egg, the last whitewash being a 21-0 drubbing by
US International in 1971.

UPS a first and goal to go situation. When the march
halted, Brant Wagner booted what appeared to be a 21

It was also the first tie for a UPS football team since
1965.

ears4 &clods,
?Lents, Sooits, iituiderafts
rf..trviet, 14t.r tiewets-j .

L.

Baker, a junior from White River
high school, rushed for 128 yards in
18 carries over 7 years an attempt.
One of those runs was a 56 yard

Baker is a transfer from Grays
Harbor CC, where he was a defensive

FOR ALL YOUR
FASHION NEEDS

1.2N+ tJa, TAcctiA

7104 6th Ave

Pomona, and is this week's TRAIL
player of the week.

11 yard line.

back. The transformation has been a
very successful one, as the 5'9, 170
pound tailback leads the Loggers in

Tuesday, Oct. 14: DEFEAT
PLU - 3, UPS - 1

every rushing category. He has rushed
for 452 yards in 81 carries, a 5.6 yard
average. He has led the Loggers on

Wednesday. Oct. 15: VICTORY
UPS - 3, Olympic - 1

AVE.
383-11k6

Saturday's 3-3 tie with Cal. Poly,

first and goal situation at the Pomona

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

7t4txr4 912"4

Logger running back Greg Baker
led the UPS offensive attack in last

scamper which gave the Loggers a

flash!!

g s ltd

baker cited

564-1472

the ground in four of their 5 games
this year, carrying for 156 yards in
one outing against Humboldt State.

BIG 6 FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR

AUSTIN

MG
MERCEDES

BMW

PEUGOT
OPEL

PORCHE

COLT

TRIUMPH

DATSUN

TOYOTA

FIAT
JAGUAR

V.W.
VOLVO

*All Foreign Makes

*Tune Up, Brake Service, All Major Work

*Credit Cards Accepted, including Mobil

*Complete Machine Shop Service

Close to UPS

759-3541
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS

6TH & PROCTOR

All work guaranteed
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WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL RESULTS

santa clara at ups

(Oct. 6-10)
Football:
Tr-Delta 6, A&L 0
Gamma Phi 6, Theta n
Hawaiians won by forfeit
Alpha Phi, Chi-0 did not play

defence to be key
UPS meets Santa Clara tomorrow afternoon in Baker
Stadium, as the Logger football team crosses the midway
point in their 1975 campaign.
The Loggers are 3-3-1 through their first 5 games, and

Next Week's Intramural Action:

tomorrow afternoon's game will move them into the
second half of their first-ever 11 game schedule. The
Broncos, meanwhile, are 3 wins and 3 losses, with two

Football:
Oct. 21—Hawaiians v. Pi Phi

losses in a row. They came up with wins over St. Mary's,

Oct. 22—A& L v. Alpha Phi

47-18, Sacramento St., 20-14, and Hayward St., 35-12,

Oct. 23—Kappa v.Gamma Phi

while their losses have been to San Jose St., 13-0, Cal

Oct. 24—Pi Phi v. Theta

Riverside, 25-24, and Portland State, 42-29.
Santa Clara is led by QB Kaipo Spencer, who has been
one of the Bronco team captains for the last 3 seasons.

MEN'S INTRAMURAL RESULTS

The senior from Honolulu, who has lettered at SCU three

(Oct. 6-10)

years, has already passed for over 1,000 yards and 2 TD

Football:
Beta 31, Sigma Chi 14
SAE 44, K Sig 6
Phi Delt 30, JFSC 6
Law School 13, Theta Chi 13

passes a game.
Bronco coach Pat Malley is in his 17th year at SCU,
and has enjoyed tremendous success as the Bronco
mentor. He has guided his teams to over 80 wins, and won
30 and lost 6 in one four year span. He has coached such
greats at Santa Clara as pros Dan Pastorini and Larry

In

DeIts rush Anderson —Langdon in women's intramural football game.

runners take

Soccer:

4th

SAE won by forfeit
Hoopers 3, Sigma Chi 0
Theta Chi won by forfeit

Holmes, both of whom played on the 1970 Bronco team
which defeated UPS.
The key to this afternoon's game will be the way the
UPS defense, contains the powerful Santa Clara offensive
attack. The Broncos are averaging just under 26 points an

by matt mc cully

victory opens season

outing and near 400 yards in total offense a game, while

"Close," as we know, only counts

performance", assessed coach Jim

in such things as hand grenades,

Daulley. "When you consider that

tiddly winks, and dancing. And so it

our top five runners all finished in

The women's volleyball team opened their season with

was for the University of Puget

the top 30 when there was over 150

a victory, as they defeated PLU three out of four games,

The Loggers and Broncos have met 3 times in their

Sound cross-country team last

runners in the meets, you have to be

Saturday in the Fort Casey

happy."

in a practice match last Wednesday, October 8.
Regular league action started Friday night, as the team

schools history, with Santa Clara capturing each contest.
They beat the Loggers 21-14 in 1967, 40-15 in 1970, and
20-13 last year.

Invitational, as only two points

"It could be the best team

traveled to McMinnville, Oregon to play Linfield College

separated the Loggers from second

effort a UPS cross-country team has

place in the highly competitive event.

ever had," Daulley continued,

and Pacific College. UPS surged to easy wins as they
ld and Pacific in two straight games.
defeated both L

As it was, UPS finished fourth

referring to the closeness of the top

with 1 1 9 points, as Western

five runners finish.

Washington and British Columbia

Tomorrow the Loggers travel to

Track Club completed the meet with

Bellingham for the WWSC

117 points and a tie for second. The

Invitational. Host, Western, is

the Logger stop corps have allowed just over 11 points a
game and about 130 yards of offense each contest.

they traveled to Lewis and Clard

KUPS will broadcast the play-by-play action of the

I the University of Portland, on

UPS/Santa Clara football game this Saturday. Coverage

'c and Clark in a two game
Saturday. UPS fell to
; as the Logger volleyball
match loss, but regained s,
players triumphed over Portland in a three game defeat.

begins at 1:15 pm with Robert Reppas and Chuck

From McNlinm,
to play Lewis & Clar,

Bachman.

perennially one of the best NAIA

University of Washington won the

schools in the country in cross

event with an awesome 23 points, as

country, and have had some excellent

the Husky runners appeared to be

duels with the Loggers in recent

playing the role of the big fish in the

years. UPS defeated the Vikings last

little pond. After UPS was Simon

year in a dual meet, after succumbing

Fraser with 141 points, Club

to the Canadian neighbor in the Fort

Northwest with 142 points, and RK

Casey Invitational.

Track Club, Snohomish Track Club,

Other schools in the meet will be

Whitworth, Victoria Track Club,

Spokane Falls Community College,

Bellevue Striders, and host Seattle

who will fit the role of meet favorite;
Pacific Lutheran; Central

Pacific, respectively.
Bob Skar was once again the top

Washington; Simon Fraser; University

Logger finisher, finishing 12th for the

of British Columbia; and Seattle

second consecutive week. Skar

Pacific College. The meet is

covered the six mile course in 31.28,

scheduled to begin at 10:00

about a minute behind meet winner

tomorrow morning.

ft,

Scott Holmes of the University of
Washington. Other Logger placers
included Brian Brouillet, 24th, Dave
Richard, 26th, Steve Miner, 27th,
and Willie Browne, 30th. John Boggs,

Correction:
Bob Skar was listed in last week's
cross-country article as the Team
Captain. The Logger runners do not

Don Greco, and Dale Ehrenheim also
ran for UPS, each in the top
three-fifths of the finishers.
"I was certainly pleased with our

Cross-Country team, as was listed.

44194-.7
;/-

'colleen' the shots

t"?

by colleen mc kay

have an elected Captain, and Skar is

At the sharp command of the coxswain, rain, sleet or

Real or not, the practice I watched was an experience

one of the Team Captains for the

shine, the UPS varsity crew team launches its shells into

I will never forget. Being right on the water with the crew

1975 UPS Track team instead of the

the waters of the Port of Tacoma six nights a neek.

has to be more exciting than watching from the shore.

The 62 foot shells and their eight man crews are
dwarfed by huge ocean freighters from New Zealand,

NIM11==IMMI■._•■■■

Monrovia, Japan and other ports of the world.
Often tugboat crews echo the commands of the UPS

BUFF'S
BARBER STYLING
SALON
APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE
PHONE 759 2586

CARD ROOM
3104 6th Avenue

coxswains, Becky Willis, Pam DeNeal and Julie
Allais. Fishing launches pull at their moorings from
nearby docks and piers.

I'm beginning to see why crew can almost become a
fever.
Watching crew practice helped me to understand why
guys like Tom Hazeltine, Chuck Shotwell, George Bryant
and Bob Thomas are returning to crew again this year.
It showed me the dedication needed by anyone who
turns out for crew.

As it gets dark toward the end of practice, the crew in

And, it illustrated some of the personality involved in

their shells and the coaches in their dinghy avoid floating

a man like Bill Kalenius who works full-time at

logs and debris in the port waters as they move back to
dock at Pier Two.

1Neyerhauser and then puts in over-time all year to coach
the UPS varsity crew team

UPS crew head coach Bill Kalenius and his assistant,

Eight men rowing together to the time of the

Vern VanHouten, check crew skills and precision from a

coxswain's commands made the 62 foot shell skim over

ten foot dinghy, as they motor along side their crews.

the water like a graceful bird. It almost seemed

These impressions of fall crew practice are the result
of watching practice in the rain a week ago. President

make-believe until I noticed the potential power in the
arm, leg, and back muscles of the rowers.

Phibbs his daughter Diana, and I accompanied

Harry Parker, the Harvard crew coach, has expressed

VanHouten in the dinghy as we travelled right next to the
crew in its flimsy-looking shell.

the feeling that crew uses the strength of a weightlifter

Although the "real" practice sessions come in the
spring, now the crew members are getting for the
mid-November Head-of-the Lake Regatta at the
University of Washington.

and has the strength and beauty of ballet.
UPS freshman crew member John Lunt says it all
with, "It's a lot of work, granted, but when you get
together and the boat seems to fly along, it's neat! You're
one with the boat: .
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win terim / an overview
THE WINTERIM:

The Winterim (interim term) at the

University of Puget Sound is a four-week session between
the fourteen-week Fall and Spring terms. It is a part of

repeating one taught in a previous winter term. He may
offer a classroom course, work with students on
independent study projects, or, if he wishes, sponsor a
limited number of independent study students in addition

FIELD STUDY: Locally, in other parts of the United
States, and abroad, students have done research in
business, education, the sciences, and the social sciences,
both as members of classes and for independent study.

the 4-1-4 calendar, in which a student takes one course

to teaching a classroom course.

during the Winterim.

Early in the Spring term a faculty member receives a

The idea of the interim term was developed in the early

Winterim course proposal form on which he is asked to

occupational therapy students have gained teaching and

1960's, first at Florida Presbyterian (now Eckerd)

give the title and a brief description of the course he

clAhical experience under the supervision of qualified

College, Colby College (Maine), and Hampshire College

wishes to teach in the following January and to give

professionals.

PRACTICUMS:

In fields such as education and

(Massachusetts). In 1963-64 it was adopted at Macalester

information on the following: course title; limit on class

PERFORMANCE COURSES: Some courses have taken

and Gustavus Adolphus Colleges (both in Minnesota). By

size, if any; special equipment or facilities needed;

the form of students' and faculty members' working

1973 more than 300 colleges and universities had

financial support from UPS requested; course format

together full time in activities concerned with fields such

introduced the interim term.

(lecture, discussion, laboratory, travel, etc.); the type and

as music, the theatre, and debate, and giving public

The emphasis of the interim term at various institutions

number of papers or reports required; the time at which

performances both locally and elsewhere. Since the first

has differed. Some have stressed independent study,

the course will meet; and his preference for grading (letter

year of the Winterim student productions and plays,

others group projects. Most have emphasized the ideas of

grade, pass/fail, student option).

musicals and operas prepared in Winterim courses have

flexibility, experimentation, and the acquisition of

In classroom courses a faculty member is asked to set the

been presented publicly. In 1973 and 1974 members of a

knowledge and skills that will be of value to students in

limit, if any, on the number of students at 15 or more.

children's theatre course presented plays to the children

their subsequent experience.

Thus the limit on a course taught by two instructors will

in more than 40 elementary schools in Tacoma. In 1974

There is variation also in other factors. The length of the

be 30 or more. Exceptions will be allowed only in

members of a student symposium presented position

interim term at different schools ranges from a few days

particular circumstances, such as limits in laboratory size

papers on contemporary issues in public discussion before

to six weeks, the most common being four weeks. At

or facilities or the nature of course work that might be

more than 35 school groups and community organizations

most schools a student may take only one course, but at

successful only with a very small group.

throughout the State of Washington.

some he may take two. The type of credit given also

Proposals for foreign travel courses must be approved by

varies. An ,increasing trend is the course unit, as at UPS.

the Overseas Committee as well as the Winterim

The VVinterim was introduced at UPS in January, 1970,

Committee. Students registering for travel courses are

Freed from the demands of other courses, students have

with the provision that the 4-1-4 calendar would be given

required to sign a liability release form. It is the course

worked at an accelerated rate on an independent study

a trial period of three years. At the end of this time, the

instructor's responsibility to see that this is done.

basis, both in European and non-European languages.

faculty decided to continue with it for three more years.

For courses involving travel for all or most of the Winterim

THE NATURE OF THE WINTERIM:

or periodic field trips, it is the faculty member's
The Winterim

curriculum differs from that of the other terms in that,

responsibility to make arrangements for travel and
accommodations and to estimate the total expenses of the

LANGUAGE STUDY:

Study of foreign languages

during the Winterim has been particularly successful.

INDEPENDENT STUDY: During the first four years of
the Winterim the number of students working on
independent study courses, particularly off campus,
increased steadily. By 1973 the Winterim Committee and

first, none of the regular Fall and Spring term courses are

operation of the course in order that any student fees

offered and, second, Winterim courses cannot be used to

over and above tuition can be listed in the catalog course

a number of students who had taken independent study

fulfill the General Studies Requirement.

description.

Winterim courses realized the need for careful preparation

The Winterim was designed to serve several purposes: 1.

WINTERIM COURSES: The subjects of Winterim courses

for such projects and provisions for scheduled conferences

To provide a testing ground for new courses that might

are designated according to the department or school by

between students and faculty sponsors during the

later be incorporated into the regular curriculum, as some

which they are offered or as interdepartmental. The word

Winterim period. In the Fall of the year an independent

have been successfully. 2. To explore new ways of

interdepartmental has two meanings: first, it applies to

teaching and learning on the part of both students and

courses offered by members of two or more departments

faculty. 3. To give students the impetus to work on their

or schools, and second, to courses not falling clearly

own initiative and take charge of their own education. It

within the subject area of any recognized discipline.

interfering with the regular school routine.

instituted with t he intention of systematizing
independent study and improving communication
between persons involved. In the 1974 Winterim fewer

has the advantage of being a time when students can be
taken off campus for an extended period without

study contract between student and faculty sponsor was

In the first five years of the Winterim at UPS the

students than formerly registered for independent study

following types of course have been offered:

courses, and responses to the independent study

For the faculty the Winterim provides opportunities for

CLASSROOM COURSES: Some of these are similar in

evaluation questionnaire for that Winterim indicated that

team teaching with colleagues of their own or other

format to courses offered during the regular terms, but

difficulties experienced by faculty and students in this

departments or schools and for teaching outside their

they usually have a comparatively small number of

line in previous Winterims had been largely alleviated. For

field of specialization if they wish. Students may propose

students and tend to be less formal in structure than Fall

many students independent study courses have been

Winterim courses and take part in class planning and

and Spring courses. In contrast to regular courses, many

strikingly successful, making it possible for them to study

presentation. Through membership in the Winterim

of the Winterim classroom courses are interdepartmental,

a subject in depth with an individualized approach

involving team teaching by instructors from different

tailored to their particular needs and interests.

Committee they have a voice in the formation of policy
and the approval of courses proposed for the Winterim.

ORGANIZATION OF THE WINTERIM: The Winterim is
administered by an Assistant Dean who is a member of

disciplines, and the courses cover subject matter not

COMBINATIONS OF THE ABOVE: Some courses

included in regular courses, for example: photography,

divide the Winterim into a period on campus and one of

private pilot ground school, and learning in sensitivity

the University faculty. The Winterim Committee is a
standing committee of faculty members selected by the

training groups.

Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate and students

TRAVEL COURSES: Students and instructors in a

named by the Associated Student Body, with the

number of courses have traveled to eastern states, Alaska,

Assistant Dean and the Academic Dean as ex-officio

Hawaii, Canada, Mexico, and European and Asiatic

members. The faculty members are chosen from various

countries studying fields within the humanities, sciences,

departments and professional schools in order to provide a

social sciences, and education. (A comment made by

wide knowledge of the interests and needs of different

students in evaluations of previous Winterims is that

branches of the University.
The Committee has the function of coordinating the

possibilities for travel courses within the contiguous

Winterim and working to maintain and improve the

expense to students for foreign travel Winterims, some

quality of course offerings. It reviews and approves course

have suggested that travel courses closer to home be

proposals, acting as a curriculum committee for the

offered.)

United States have been overlooked. Considering the great

watch for your

STUDENTS AND THE WINTERIM: A student is not
he cannot earn the 36.00 units of credit necessary for
graduation in four years without extra time and tuition
unless he takes a minimum of two Winterims.

that a Winterim course cannot be used to fulfill University
requireraents. Therefore, it cannot be used for the
General Studies (Distribution) requirement.
Students are encouraged to take part in the planning and
teaching of Winterim courses. A student who wishes to do
so should consult with a faculty member who, as sponsor
of a student-directed course, will present the course
proposal to the Winterim Committee for approval.

FACULTY RESPONSIBILITY IN THE WINTERIM: A

1976 WINTERIM BULLETIN
The

Winterim, with the option of offering a new course or

strain of competing interests and activities experienced by
many students during regular terms, a student is allowed
to take only one course for academic credit during a
Winterim, though he may take one quarter unit activity
course (for example, physical education) in addition.
Beginning in the 1974 Winterim, regular full-term
students have been allowed to audit one one-unit course

that all courses were to be graded pass-fail. Over the years,
in response to stated preference of some students and
recommending pass-fail but accepting letter grades if
requested by students or faculty and agreed on by persons
concerned. The idea behind the preference for pass-fail
grading is that students who are being encouraged to
experiment in new and unfamiliar fields should not be

"TIME MACHINE"
COMING SOON!
A compendium of fascinating courses
ranging from a Bicentenial trek to early
America to a "social odyssey" into
the future.

PICK UP YOUR COPY

faculty member is expected to teach three out of four
consecutive Winterims. He is to teach one course per

experience in one field and, it is hoped, to be free of the

faculty, the policy has been changed to one of

Students have a free choice of subjects in which they may
take Winterim courses but are subject to the restriction

student is expected to concentrate full time on a learning

As originally planned, the Winterim grading policy was

evaluation of courses and of the Winterim program as a

explicitly required to register for the Winterim. However,

meetings and go on to independent study, or vice versa.
Because the Winterim is designed as a period in which a

in addition to taking one for credit.

winter term. At the end of each Winterim it conducts an
whole.

travel. Many on-campus courses involve field trips for
short periods during the Winterim. Others begin with class

AT THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE

intimidated by traditional grading standards.

WINTERIM EXCHANGES:

In the early planning of

colleges and universities adopting the 4-1-4 calendar the
idea of interim exchanges referred both to the exchange
of students between different schools and that of faculty
members. In the experience of UPS the exchange of
students has been limited to approximately a few dozen
per Winterim coming to UPS or going from UPS to
another school.
Two interim exchange directories listing the nature of
exchange arrangements are available. These are the
"Exchange Directory", published by the Association for
Innovation in High Education and "An Interim Digest - ,
by Jack

L.

Armstrong, President, Bradford College,

Haverhill, Massachusetts 01830.
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different disciplines explored
Dr. Pierce Johnson will speak on "Recent Research on
Meditation" at the October meeting of Phi Kappa Phi and

ostransky's symphony premieres

the weekly meeting of Christian Fellowship. The meeting
will be held at 7 pm tonight in the Kappa Kappa Gamma

"The American," a special bicentennial symphony by

Room in the basement of the SUB. Students and faculty

University of Puget Sound composer-in-residence Leroy

and staff are cordially invited.

Ostransky, will be world premiered in Tacoma Thursday,

The meeting will be lecture-demonstration-discussion.

Oct. 23, at 8 pm in Pacific Lutheran University's Olson

The material to be covered will be taken from last

Auditorium. See the Seattle Symphony, along with the

Sunday's "Meeting of the Ways" in Seattle, where some

mixed voices of the UPS Adelphian Concert Choir and

30 groups demonstrated their meditational

PLU's Choir of the West. Tickets are on sale now at the

approaches ... kundalini yoga, Tai Ch'i, Psychosynthesis,

Bon Marche, UPS and PLU.

Sufi dance, all culminating in Ram Dass' lecture Sunday
evening at the University of Washington. The meeting will
also feature disciplines such as Sufi Dance and Carmelite
meditation. The problem will be to explore a consistent
approach which will prove capable of interpreting the
wide range of disciplines now developing in the new field

Friday, Oct. 17

of transpersonal psychology.

Campus Flick, "What do You Say to a Naked Lady?" 6:30 & 9 pm
Yoshiyuki Nakai Lecture, Jones 203, 4 pm

jesuit meditation presented

Arsenic and Old Lace, Inside Theatre, 8 pm

Intersection will present Father Pat Carroll, of

Intercollegiate Debate Tournament

Bellarmine, Tuesday night, Oct. 21, from 7 pm to 8:30

Campus Showcase, Eric Shoenburg, SUB Lounge, 9 pm

pm. Father Carroll's topic will be "How to Do Jesuit

Saturday, Oct. 18

Meditation." Open invitation,

Football, Santa Clara at UPS, 1:30 pm

CIMP

Arsenic and Old Lace, Inside Theatre, 8 pm

transfer students to orient

Intercollegiate Debate Tournament

An orientation program for transfer students will be

Campus Flick, "What do You Way to a Naked Lady?", 6:30 & 9 pm

held Tuesday, Oct. 21 at 3:30 pm in Kilworth Chapel

Victory Music Hall, "Shirley Jackson", 9 pm, $1

Lounge. Speakers will be: Academic Dean Thomas Davis

Sunday, Oct. 19

on "A Realistic Faculty Role" and "Graduate

K UPS, Cecilio & Kapono Special, 10 to 11 pm

Study ... The First Step"; Career Services Director

Chess Tournament, SUB Lounge, 2 pm
Catholic Folk Mass, Kilworth Chapel, 6 pm

Robert Denomy on "The UPS Graduate ... Planning and
Prospects"; Counseling Center Director Steve Sutherland

Monday, Oct. 20

on "Counseling Services for the Mature Student"; and

Cartoon Caper, Cellar X, 8 to 10 pm
Pacific Rim & India Travel-Study 1977-78, meeting Jones 203, 4 pm

ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach on "ASUPS . . What

Tuesday, Oct. 21

Concerns Us". Each speaker has been scheduled for 15

Victory Music Hall, "Ray Downey", 9 pm, $1

minutes so the program won't take a great deal of time.

Agape Fellowship, Rm. 1 SUB, 7 pm
Daedalus Society meeting, University Union Club, 6 pm, $5

kups schedules programs

Intersection, "Jesuit Meditation" Kilworth Chapel, 7 pm

Monday, Oct. 20: New Album Preview presents

Student Senate, Mcl 106, 5:15 pm
Frank Herbert. SUB Lounge 7:30 pm

"Listen to the City" by Tim Weisberg at 10 pm with Rick
Brooker.

Wednesday, Oct. 22
Biology Film, Charles Darwin, "A Book That Shook The World"

Wednesday, Oct. 22: KUPS presents one hour with
America on the Bill Berman show.

Arsenic and Old Lace, Inside Theatre, 8 pm

Saturday, Oct. 25: New Album Preview presents

Lazar Weiner Lecture, Kane Hall UW, 8 pm

"Elua" by Cecelio and Kapono at 10 pm with Taylor

Thursday. Oct. 23

Edwards.

Leroy Ostransky Day
Arsenic and Old Lace, Inside Theatre, 8 pm
Seattle Symphony, UPS Adelphians & PLU Choir Concert, Olson Auditorium, 8 pm, $1
Episcopal Communion, Gail Day Chapel, 4:30 pm

associateships announced
The National Research Council has announced the
Research Associateship Programs for 1976. These

Friday, Oct. 24

programs provide scientists and engineers with

Campus Flick, "Horse Feathers" Marx Bros., Mcl 006, 6:30 & 9 pm

opportunities for postdoctoral research on problems in

Piano Recital, David Kaiserman, Jacobsen Recital Hall, 8:15 pm

atmospheric and earth sciences, chemistry, engineering,

Arsenic and Old Lace, Inside Theatre, 8 pm

environmental sciences, life sciences, mathematics,

Homecoming Ball, Top of the Ocean, 9 pm

physics and space sciences.

Open Mike, Cellar X, 8 to 10 pm

Appointments are awarded on a competitive basis,

Christian Fellowship Halloween Party, Kilworth Chapel, 7 to 9 pm
Victory Music Hall, "Grace Whiteley & Chris Lunn" 9 pm, $1

open to recent doctorate recipients and senior
investigators. Approximately 250 to 300 awards will be
made in 1976. Postmark deadline for application is Jan.
15, 1976. Awards will be announced in April. For further

forensic participants welcomed

information write: Associateship Office JH

The Department of Communication and Theatre Arts
and the members of Washington Alpha chapter of Pi

Washington D.C.

Kappa Delta welcome students attending their forensics
tournament and hope the stay on our campus is both
enjoyable and rewarding. Theatre buffs are particularly
invited to attend the production of "Arsenic and Old
Lace" in the UPS Inside Theatre, with curtain at 8:00
Friday and Saturday, tickets at $2.00 for students,

20418.

1400 bike leaders needed
Bikecentennial, a non-profit charitable organization, is
seeking 1,400 leaders to run the 1976 inaugural tours of
the first Trans-America Bicycle Trail. Leaders will receive
food, lodging, tour services and small daily expense

black fellowships offered

allowances.
Seven-day learning sessions in bicycling technique,

With the support of the Ford Foundation, the

safety, repair, group dynamics, camping, first-aid, etc. will

National Fellowships Fund is offering a limited number of

be held at seven locations around the countrs. The cost,

graduate fellowships to Black Americans who intend to

including food, lodging, instruction, books and materials,

pursue a career in higher education.

is $75. For further details write: BIKECENTENNIAL '76,

Applicants must be citizens of the United States,
enrolled in or planning to enter an accredited US graduate
school offering the doctoral degree in their field of study,
and currently engaged in or planning to enter a career in
higher education. Awards for 1976-77 will include the full
tuition and fees required by the graduate school, an
allowance of $300 for books and supplies, and a monthly
stipend of

$300 to help meet living costs.

PO Box 1034, Missoula, MT 59801

ups gets corporation gift
The Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation has
named UPS as the recipient of a $1,500 unrestricted gift,
said John Rutherford, company business manager, in a
press release.
He said the gift, which will come to UPS over a three
year period, is intended for use at the president's

Application deadline is Jan. 5, 1976. For application

discretion in order that the money may be utilized for the

forms and more information write to: GRADUATE

priority needs of the institution. The contribution was

FELLOWSHIPS FOR BLACK AMERICANS, National

made in special recognition of the company's western

Fellowships Fund, Suite 484, 795 Peachtree Street NE,
Atlanta, Georgia 30308.

606 P,
-

National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave. NW,

sales manager and board of trustees member, Jack Knapp,
stated Rutherford.

